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Summary
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) have been emerging as a promising but challenging
platform for studying autonomous and cooperative control. This Ph.D. thesis focuses on
fixed-wing UAVs which, with their more efficient aerodynamics, can ensure longer flight
durations and more autonomy than multi-rotor UAVs. However, in the current state of the art,
limited work has been done on deploying formations of fixed-wing UAVs that can operate
autonomously even in the presence of large uncertainties. Uncertainties in fixed-wing UAVs
include uncertain wind environments, unmodelled longitudinal/lateral dynamics, uncertain
load conditions, uncertain communication conditions among the UAVs, and other uncertain
factors.

Within this PhD thesis we develope novel adaptive and distributed guidance approaches
for fixed-wing UAVs. The following three aspects are studied:

• Vector field guidance under uncertainties.
The vector field methodology has been proven that effective for path to be following
in time-varying wind environments. However, as the methodology relies on the wind
being a constant and known parameter, and the UAV course dynamics being known,
the autonomous capabilities of this methodology are limited. We embed adaptation
mechanisms in the vector field methodology to achieve better operation in uncertain
wind environments and with uncertain course dynamics.

• Distributed formation control with uncertain UAV dynamics.
Formation control can be framed as a synchronization problem, and several formation
algorithms have been proposed in literature. However, very few actual formations of
fixed-wing UAVs have been reported in literature, one reason being the difficulties
in handling uncertainty and the heterogeneities of the UAV dynamics. We develop a
distributed formation control approach in the framework of model reference adaptive
control and we also propose a non-uniform vector field method that changes in
both magnitude and direction to achieve formations. We show successful tests of
a formation flying with 5-10 fixed-wing UAVs.

• Testing in the real world to achieve Sim-to-Real transfer
All proposed methods are validated in software-in-the-loop and hardware-in-the-
loop comparative experiments with the state-of-the-art. Also, with the aim to go
from simulation environments to real flight testing, we analyze typical uncertainties
occurring during flight testing and provide suitable methods for handling them. Real
world testing is achieved via formation flight with 5 fixed-wing UAVs. The results of
the real flight testing prove that the performance of the methods we propose overcomes
that of the state-of-the-art.
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x Summary

All the methods in this thesis are implemented on open-source flight controllers (mostly
PX4, sometimes Ardupilot) and tested in the Gazebo software-in-the-loop and hardware-in-
the-loop simulation environment. The results of vector field guidance and formation control
are also verified by means of real flights.



Samenvatting
Onbemande luchtvaartuigen (UAVs) zijn in opkomst als een veelbelovend maar uitdagend
platform voor het bestuderen van autonome en coöperatieve controle. Dit proefschrift
richt zich op UAVs met vaste vleugels die, met hun efficiëntere aerodynamica, een langere
vluchtduur en meer autonomie kunnen garanderen dan multi-rotor UAVs. In de huidige
stand van de techniek is er echter weinig werk verricht aan het inzetten van formaties van
UAVs met vaste vleugels die autonoom kunnen opereren, zelfs in de aanwezigheid van grote
onzekerheden. Onzekerheden in fixed-wing UAVs omvatten onzekere windomgevingen,
niet-gemodelleerde longitudinale/laterale dynamiek, onzekere belastingscondities, onzekere
communicatiecondities tussen de UAVs, en andere onzekere factoren.

In dit proefschrift ontwikkelen we nieuwe adaptieve en gedistribueerde geleidingsme-
thoden voor UAVs met vaste vleugels. De volgende drie aspecten worden bestudeerd:

• Vectorveldgeleiding onder onzekerheden.
De vectorveldmethode is effectief gebleken voor het volgen van een pad in een
tijdsafhankelijke windomgeving. Maar omdat de methodologie ervan uitgaat dat
de wind een constante en bekende parameter is, en dat de koersdynamiek van de UAV
bekend is, zijn de autonome mogelijkheden van deze methodologie beperkt. Wij
integreren aanpassingsmechanismen in de vectorveldmethode om een betere werking
te verkrijgen in onzekere windomgevingen en met onzekere koersdynamiek.

• Gedistribueerde formatiecontrole met onzekere UAV dynamica.
Formatiecontrole kan worden gezien als een synchronisatieprobleem, en in de litera-
tuur zijn verschillende formatie-algoritmen voorgesteld. Er zijn echter zeer weinig
werkelijke formaties van UAVs met vaste vleugels gerapporteerd in de literatuur,
onder andere vanwege de moeilijkheden bij het omgaan met onzekerheid en de hete-
rogeniteit van de UAV dynamica. Wij ontwikkelen een aanpak voor gedistribueerde
formatiecontrole in het kader van modelreferentie-adaptieve controle en stellen tevens
een niet-uniforme vectorveldmethode voor die zowel in grootte als in richting veran-
dert om formaties tot stand te brengen. We tonen succesvolle tests van formatievliegen
met 5-10 UAVs met vaste vleugels.

• Testen in de echte wereld om sim-naar-echt overdracht te bewerkstelligen
Alle voorgestelde methoden worden gevalideerd in software-in-the-loop en hardware-
in-the-loop vergelijkende experimenten met de stand van de techniek. Met het oog
op de overgang van simulatieomgevingen naar echte vliegproeven analyseren we ook
de typische onzekerheden die optreden tijdens vliegproeven en bieden we geschikte
methoden om ze te behandelen. Tests in de echte wereld worden uitgevoerd via
formatievluchten met 5 UAV’s met vaste vleugels. De resultaten van de echte test-
vluchten bewijzen dat de prestaties van de door ons voorgestelde methoden die van
de state-of-the-art overtreffen.
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xii Samenvatting

Alle methoden in dit proefschrift zijn geïmplementeerd op open-source vluchtcontrollers
(meestal PX4, soms Ardupilot) en getest in de Gazebo software-in-the-loop en hardware-
in-the-loop simulatieomgeving. De resultaten van vectorveldbesturing en formatiecontrole
worden ook geverifieerd aan de hand van echte vluchten.
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1
Introduction

1.1. Motivation for the research
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) or drones have been recently emerging as a promising
but challenging platform for studying autonomous and cooperative control. A UAV is an
electro-mechanical system that can operate autonomously, or that can be operated by remote
control, or a combination of both. Among the various types of UAVs, fixed-wing UAVs
have become a very popular type of UAV in the industry and they have been studied in
different contexts from academic to commercial, due to their energy-efficient performance
while carrying payloads [1, 2]. A fixed-wing UAV typically consists of a much simpler
structure in comparison to a rotary-wing UAV (quadrotor, helicopter, tilt rotor aircraft, and
so on). This simpler structure typically requires a less complicated maintenance and repair
process, thus allowing a longer operational time at a lower cost. Most importantly, this
simple structure also ensures more efficient aerodynamics that allow longer flight durations
at higher speeds with larger payloads.

However, the dynamics, actuation, take-off, and landing of fixed-wing UAVs involve
complicated aerodynamics. In addition, the development of cooperative autonomous nav-
igation techniques with the ability to cope with large mission uncertainties (both in the
UAV dynamics and in the surrounding environment) constitutes one of the major research
challenges for fixed-wing UAVs from the control theory point of view [3–5].

Therefore, this thesis aims at developing novel adaptive and distributed adaptive ap-
proaches that can handle in a systemic way mission uncertainties at the single fixed-wing
UAV level and at the multiple UAVs level. The relevance of this research is directly connected
to the development of enhanced autonomous navigation systems for robotic autonomous
agents accomplishing different tasks and involving a large dynamic working range.

With this vision in mind, in the following we will explain the research goals in more
detail.

1
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2 1. Introduction

1.2. Research goals and main contributions
In the current state of the art, limited work has been done on deploying navigation and
coordination tools to allow fixed-wing UAVs to operate autonomously even in the presence
of large uncertainties. Uncertainties in UAV missions include uncertain wind environments,
unmodelled longitudinal/lateral dynamics, and uncertain load conditions, just to name a
few. The goal of this thesis is to develop new adaptation mechanisms for navigation and
coordination of fixed-wing UAVs. The goals and contributions are summarised in the next
three subsections, along three main lines.

1.2.1. Vector field path following with uncertainties
Any UAV executes its task primarily by flying along a mission path. As such, the UAV must
rely on accurate path-following algorithms, and the capability to plan paths and to follow
them accurately is of great importance. The goal of the vector field (VF) approach, which
combines geometric reasoning with a sliding mode technique, is to drive the relative path
error (also be named as cross-track error in this work) to zero by providing to the UAV a field
of desired course angles for each point around the desired path. In a recent comparative
survey [6], the VF idea has been shown to be more accurate than other path-following
methods, at the price of requiring more parameters to be designed. Most importantly, the
VF idea has been proven effective for path-following in windy environments [7]. However,
the bottleneck of the standard VF idea is to crucially rely on two assumptions: (1) the
wind is known and constant; (2) the course dynamics are known and first-order [7]. These
two assumptions imply that wind disturbances, unmodelled dynamics, and limited quality
of sensing and actuation, all impose critical limits to the achievable accuracy [8–10]. For
example, in most real UAVs the course angle dynamics are much more complex than
first-order.

With this open problem in mind, in this thesis, several adaptation mechanisms are
developed for improving the path-following performance in actual uncertain wind scenarios
and uncertain course dynamics scenarios.

1.2.2. Distributed formation control of uncertain multi-UAVs sys-
tems

A team of UAVs can be seen as a multi-agent system, where the agents act in a distributed
manner to complete global tasks cooperatively with only local information from neighboring
agents, so as to increase flexibility and robustness [11]. In the literature, several algorithms
have been proposed for the UAV formation problem, which can be seen as a synchronization
problem. Although the majority of works on distributed cooperative control consider known
and simple dynamical models, UAVs typically fail to satisfy this situation. Thus, taking into
account the inherently nonlinear UAV model uncertainties (e.g. Lagrange dynamics) is of
paramount importance in formation control schemes [12–15]. The open problem consists
in the existence of nonlinear terms with parametric uncertainties and wind uncertainties,
so that classic formation algorithms for linear models cannot be directly used to solve the
coordination problem for multi-agent systems with Lagrange dynamics.

With this open problem in mind, in this thesis, a distributed model reference adaptive
control approach is proposed to synchronize groups of UAVs. Moreover, the vector field
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idea for single UAV is extended to multi-UAV formations.

1.2.3. Sim-to-Real: formation flight with multiple fixed-wing UAVs
As standard in literature, most UAV simulators stop at getting the command course angle.
This means that many UAV simulators do not take into account the UAV low-level control,
which is crucial for successful testing in the real world (the so-called sim-to-real transfer).
With this in mind, this thesis discusses how to improve a UAV simulation platform by adding
a low-level controller into the platform. This improvement step is based on an open source
autopilot for fixed-wing UAVs called Ardupilot.

Then, with the aim to go from simulation environments to performing real flights, we
move step by step towards a real UAV airframe, based on the open-source flight suite PX4.
We analyze typical uncertainties occurring during flight testing and we provide suitable
methods for handling them. The results of the flight tests prove that the performance of the
methods we propose overcomes that of the state-of-the-art.

1.3. Structure of the thesis
After this introductory chapter, some useful background of fixed-wing UAV control system is
given in Chapter 2, comprising fixed-wing UAV modeling, high-level control layer, low-level
control layer, and UAV simulators.

In Chapter 3, two adaptive vector field guidance control methods are proposed for
handling the lack of knowledge of the wind and of the course dynamics.

In Chapter 4, UAV synchronization via model reference adaptive control is introduced
and deployed in a distributed way, in the framework of Euler-Lagrange systems.

In Chapter 5, a vector field formation control law is adopted for teams of fixed-wing
UAVs, which relies on an appropriately designed sliding mode control method.

In Chapter 6, the theory of formation control is transferred to the real world via real
flight experiments. In particular, we illustrate the approach with a real-life flight experiment
involving a formation of 5 UAVs and we provide some consideration on how to optimize
the formation vector field methods.

Finally, Chapter 7 concludes the thesis and gives some recommendations for future
research.





2
Background of fixed-wing
unmanned aerial vehicles

(UAVs)
This chapter will review some key notions of UAV modelling and autopilot design. These
notions are crucial towards autonomous control for a single fixed-wing UAV and for a team
of fixed-wing UAVs.

A quite general control layout [16] for a fixed-wing UAV is shown in Figure 2.1, which
presents an abstraction between the different domains needed to control a UAV. According
to this abstraction, the control task can be divided into layers, interconnected by interfaces.
The first layer is the path manager: this layer receives the main inputs of the mission, which
are typically a set of way points. The way points comprise one or more destinations and/or
a map. The path manager layer contains several algorithms used for splitting the points and
for creating a desired path on the map. Hence, the straight-line and orbit guidance strategies
can be used as primitive paths to follow the set of waypoints. After the path manager layer,
the desired path is then sent to the path following layer (often referred to as the guidance
block) calculates the recommended attitude (also referred to as the commanded attitude in
some literature [16]) for the UAV for reach and follow the path. The commanded attitude is
sent to the low-level controllers (often referred to as the autopilot block) that will compute
the actuator commands (for instance, move a flap, or increase the speed of the motors).
Finally, the UAV aircraft will execute the actuators commands and several on-board sensors
will measure the status of the UAV to close the control loop.

Based on this control layout, this chapter will be organized as follows: we will recall
dynamic modeling of fixed-wing UAVs in Sect. 2.1. In Sect. 2.2, a popular path manager
algorithm for aerial missions will be introduced. In Sect. 2.3 we present the background of
the standard vector field guidance law, which is a classical path following method in guidance
control. In Sect. 2.4 the main concepts for attitude control are illustrated, including lateral
and longitudinal control. Then, the MATLAB simulation platform, the software-in-the-loop

5
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6 2. Background of fixed-wing unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs)

simulator, and the hardware-in-the-loop simulator are described in Sect. 2.5. Finally, the
airframe we use in the flight testing is introduced in Sect. 2.6.

Figure 2.1: General layout for UAV control with autopilot (modified from [16]).

2.1. UAV dynamics
Fixed-wing UAVs can be modelled using 6-DOF Euler-Lagrange equations of motion, which
we briefly recall hereafter. More details on the equations can be found in [16, 17].

Let m ∈ R be the mass of the UAV, Xe = [x, y, x]T ∈ R3 the inertial position of the
body, Vb = [u, v, w]T ∈R3 the linear velocity of the body expressed in the body frame, E =
[φ,θ,ψ]T ∈R3 the Euler angles of the body frame from the inertial frame,ωb = [p, q,r ]T ∈R3

the angular velocity of body in the body frame, Fb ∈ R3 the net forces acting on the body
expressed in body frame, and Mb ∈ R3 be the net torques acting on the body expressed in
body frame. The inertial frame is an earth-fixed coordinate system with its origin at the
defined home location. This coordinate system is sometimes referred to as a North-East-
Down (NED) reference frame. The body frame is a vehicle frame. The origin is the center
of the mass, the body x-axis points out the nose of the airframe, the body y-axis points out
the right wing, and the body z-axis points out the bottom of the airframe.

The equation of motion in the inertial frame is given by Newton’s second law of motion
as

mV̇e = Fe (2.1)

where Ve ∈R3 is the linear velocity of the body in the inertial frame, and Fe ∈R3 are the net
forces acting on the body expressed in the inertial frame.

Using standard results, cf. [18, 19], the law of motion in the body frame can be written
as

mV̇b +m(ωb ×Vb) = Fb . (2.2)
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Let ωe ∈R3 be the angular velocity of the body in the inertial frame, Me ∈R3 the torques
acting on the body expressed in the inertial frame, and I ∈ R3×3 the inertia tensor which is
assumed to be constant. For the rotational motion, by Euler’s law we can write

˙Iωe = Me (2.3)

and the dynamics of the rotational velocity in body frame [19] is

I ω̇b +ωb × Iωb = Mb . (2.4)

Equations (2.2) and (2.4) constitute the 6 DOF motion equation for a UAV. Both equations
can be collected as



m 0 0 0 0 0
0 m 0 0 0 0
0 0 m 0 0 0
0 0 0 Ix 0 −Ixz

0 0 0 0 Iy 0
0 0 0 −Ixz 0 Iz





u̇
v̇
ẇ
ṗ
q̇
ṙ

+



0 −mr mq 0 0 0
mr 0 −mp 0 0 0
−mq mp 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 Iz r − Ixz p −Iy q
0 0 0 −Iz r + Ixz p 0 Ix p − Ixz r
0 0 0 Iy q −Ix p + Ixz r 0





u
v
w
p
q
r

=
[

Fb

Mb

]
(2.5)

where the net forces and torques Fb and Mb must include the action of gravity. For simplicity,
let us assume that the centre of gravity and the centre of mass are the same which is often
the case in UAVs. Thus, the moment due to gravitational action will be neglected.

The gravitational force always acts in the positive z-axis direction of the inertial frame

Fg e =
 0

0
mg

 (2.6)

so that the gravitational force in body frame can be expressed as

Fg b = Rb
e Fg e

=
 −mg sinθ

mg sinφcosθ
mg cosφcosθ

 (2.7)

Let us now rewrite Fb and Mb as

[
Fb

Mb

]
=



−mg sinθ
mg sinφcosθ
mg cosφcosθ

0
0
0

+



τ1

τ2

τ3

τ4

τ5

τ6

 . (2.8)

where [τ1,τ2,τ3]T are the forces acting in the x,y,z axis of the body frame, and [τ4,τ5,τ6]T

are the moments acting in the x,y,z axis of the body frame. Using (2.8) in (2.5), we obtain
the Euler Lagrange dynamics for a UAV:
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m 0 0 0 0 0
0 m 0 0 0 0
0 0 m 0 0 0
0 0 0 Ix 0 −Ixz

0 0 0 0 Iy 0
0 0 0 −Ixz 0 Iz

︸ ︷︷ ︸
D



u̇
v̇
ẇ
ṗ
q̇
ṙ

︸︷︷︸
q̈

+



0 −mr mq 0 0 0
mr 0 −mp 0 0 0
−mq mp 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 Iz r − Ixz p −Iy q
0 0 0 −Iz r + Ixz p 0 Ix p − Ixz r
0 0 0 Iy q −Ix p + Ixz r 0

︸ ︷︷ ︸
C (q̇)



u
v
w
p
q
r

︸︷︷︸
q̇

+



sinθmg
−sinφcosθmg
−cosφcosθmg

0
0
0

︸ ︷︷ ︸
g

=



τ1

τ2

τ3

τ4

τ5

τ6

︸︷︷︸
τ

(2.9)

or, in state-space representation,[
q̇
q̈

]
︸︷︷︸

ẋ

=
[

0
0 −D−1C

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

A

[
q
q̇

]
︸︷︷︸

x

+
[

0
−D−1g

]
+

[
0

D−1

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

B

τ (2.10)

It is now convenient to rewrite the dynamics to highlight the role of the propulsion and
aerodynamics terms. To this purpose, consider the following 12-state model:

ṗn

ṗe

ṗd

= Rb
v
−1

(φ,θ,ψ)

u
v
w

 , (2.11)

 u̇
v̇
ẇ

=
r v −qw

pw − r u
qu −pv

+ 1

m

 fx

fy

fz


φ̇θ̇
ψ̇

=
1 sin(φ) tan(θ) cos(φ) tan(θ)

0 cos(φ) sin(φ)
0 sin(φ)/cos(θ) cos(ψ)/cos(θ)

p
q
r


ṗ

q̇
ṙ

=
 Γ1pq −Γ2qr
Γ5pr −Γ6(p2 − r 2)
Γ7pq −Γ1qr

+

Γ3L+Γ4N
1
Jy

M

Γ4L+Γ8N


where the twelve state variables used to derive the equations of motion are summarized in
Table 2.1. Let us denote with Rvb the rotation matrix from the vehicle to the body frame,
located at the center of mass. The body frame unit vector (ib , jb , kb) is defined such that ib

points out the nose of the airframe, jb points out the right wing, and kb points through the
bottom of the airframe, which are sometimes referred to as the body x-axis, the body y-axis,
and the body z-axis, respectively. In (2.11) terms fx , fy , and fz are the forces acting on ib ,
jb and kb , respectively (comprising propulsion, aerodynamic, and gravity forces), whereas
L, M , N are the rolling, pitching and yawing moments about the same axes, and
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Γ1 =
Ixz (Ix − Iy + Iz )

Ix Iz − I 2
xz

, Γ2 =
Iz (Iz − Iy )+ I 2

xz

Ix Iz − I 2
xz

Γ3 = Iz

Ix Iz − I 2
xz

, Γ4 = Ixz

Ix Iz − I 2
xz

,

Γ5 = Iz − Ix

Iy
, Γ6 =

Ix y

Iy
,

Γ7 =
(Ix − Iy )Ix + I 2

x y

Ix Iz − I 2
xz

, Γ8 = Ix

Ix Iz − I 2
xz

,

where the I -terms are components of the inertia tensor.
Notice that the Euler angle representation (2.11) is adopted in this thesis (instead of

alternatives like quaternions) due to simplicity of analysis. It is acknowledged that a
singularity exists in the Euler angle representation when the pitch angle satisfies θ =±90◦.
Since, cosθ = 0 when θ = 90◦, so that the roll and yaw angles are indistinguishable. However,
for the maneuvers considered in this thesis, such singularity will never occur in practice.

Table 2.1: UAV states (F i is the inertial frame according to the North-East-Down (NED) convention, F b is the
body frame, F v , F v1, F v2 are the vehicle frame and the intermediate vehicle frames arising from the (ki -jv1-iv2)

Euler rotations).

State Description
pn Inertial north position along ii in F i

pe Inertial east position along ji in F i

pd Inertial down position along ki in F i

u Body frame velocity along ib in F b

v Body frame velocity along jb in F b

w Body frame velocity along kb in F b

φ Roll angle defined with respect to F v2

θ Pitch angle defined with respect to F v1

ψ Yaw angle defined with respect to F v

p Roll rate along ib in F b

q Pitch rate along jb in F b

r Yaw rate along kb in F b

2.2. Path manager layer
Standard aerial missions for UAVs can be of three types: the path manager layer contains
some strategies that combine straight-line paths and orbits paths as primitive paths used to
synthesize series of waypoints for the UAV [16].

• Straight-Line Mission: The UAV needs to follow a straight-line, which is defined by
a slope and a point through which the straight-line passes.
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Figure 2.2: Straight-line mission.

• Loitering Mission: For this mission, the UAV needs to loiter in an orbit defined by a
centre point and an orbit radius.

Figure 2.3: Loitering mission.

• Way Points Mission: The UAV needs to traverse through (or to fly close-by) a given
set of points. The points that define the path are called way points.

Figure 2.4: Way points mission.

Straight-Line and Loitering Missions are basic paths, which are often referred to as primi-
tives. One typical task of the path manager is to split the way points mission into sub-missions
composed of straight-lines and loitering primitives. A simple logic behind this splitting is
explained with the help of the example of Figure 2.5. The red cross marks (W1, W2, W3) are
the way points for the mission. Also, let the turn radius of the mission be R. The mission is
split into submissions as:

• Sub-mission 1 - Straight-Line: The mission is a straight-line through current location
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and the point M1. Let the current position of UAV be ML; then in vector sense,

M1 = W1 + R

tan
(
cos−1( (L−W1)

|L−W1| ·
L−W1+W2−W1
|L−W1+W2−W1| )

) (L−W1)

|L−W1|
. (2.12)

• Sub-mission 2 - Loitering: A circular orbit is considered centered at M2 with radius
R. In vector sense, M2 can be written as

M2 = W1 + R

sin(cos−1
(

(L−W2)
|L−W2| ·

L−W1+W2−W1
|L−W1+W2−W1| )

) L−W1 +W2 −W1

|L−W1 +W2 −W1|
. (2.13)

• Sub-mission 3 - Straight-Line: The mission is a straight-line through the points W1

and M3. In vector sense, M3 can be written as

M3 = W2 + R

tan
(
cos−1( (W1−W2)

|W1−W2| ·
W1−W2+W3−W2
|W1−W2+W3−W2| )

) (W1 −W2)

|W1 −W2|
. (2.14)

• Sub-mission 4 - Loitering: A circular orbit centered at M4 with radius R. In vector
sense, M4 can be written as

M4 = W2 + R

sin
(
cos−1( W1−W2)

|W1−W2| ·
W1−W2+W3−W2
|W1−W2+W3−W2| )

) W1 −W2 +W3 −W2

|W1 −W2 +W3 −W2|
. (2.15)

• Sub-mission 5 - Straight-Line: The mission is a straight-line through the points W2

and W3.

Figure 2.5: Way points mission splitting to sub-missions of straight-line and loitering.

A typical algorithm to plan straight-line and loitering missions is via the Vector Field
(VF) approach, which is the topic of the next section.

2.3. Path following layer
Several guidance/path-following techniques have been proposed in the literature, which can
be categorized as geometric approaches and control-theoretic approaches [6]. The first class
includes the pure pursuit and line-of-sight guidance laws [20–24], which make use of a
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virtual target point where the UAV is directed to. Control-theoretic techniques include PID,
linear quadratic control, sliding-mode control, model predictive control, adaptive control,
and their variants [8,25–28]. The vector field (VF) approach, originally proposed in [7], has
become popular for UAVs and many other unmanned vehicles due to its intuitive combination
of geometry and control. The method is based on the generation of a field of desired inertial-
referenced course angles for each point around the desired path [29–33]. The goal of the VF
approach is to drive the cross-track error (the distance between the current aircraft position
and the desired trajectory) to zero using the course angle χ as the control variable. For
this reason, it is necessary to provide an appropriate commanded course angle χc resulting
in the UAV to move towards the path. The course angle χ is the most convenient control
variable for this objective, since it is inertial referenced. Considering each point around the
desired path, the set of desired course angles is called vector field because it constitutes a
set of vectors (relative to the path) of course unit vectors.

2.3.1. The wind triangle
Before introducing the VF guidance control method, let us quickly recall the notion of wind
triangle, which is a simple way to describe how the wind affects the aircraft dynamics. Let
Vg be the UAV ground speed relative to the inertial frame and let Va be the UAV airspeed.
Then, the airspeed Va , ground speed Vg , and wind speed Vw are related via the so-called
wind triangle (cf. Figure 2.6)

Va =Vg −Vw . (2.16)
The wind speed Vw can be modelled as the composition of a steady-state and a dynamic

part
Vw =Vw,s +Vw,d . (2.17)

where the dynamic part Vw,d represents wind turbulence, often modeled by passing white
noise through appropriate forming filters [34].

By expressing (2.16) in body frame:

V b
a =

ur

vr

wr

= Rb
w

Va

0
0

=Va

cosαcosβ
sinβ

sinαcosβ

 (2.18)

and solving for Va , α, and β, one obtains:

Va =
∥∥∥V b

a

∥∥∥=
√

u2
r + v2

r +w2
r (2.19)

α= tan−1
(

wr

ur

)
β= sin−1

 vr√
u2

r + v2
r +w2

r

 . (2.20)

where ur , vr and wr are relative wind speed projected onto the body frame x-axis, y-axis
and z-axis respectively.

Equations (2.19), and (2.20) will be essential when formulating the equations of motion
for the UAV. In Figure 2.6, the angle between the wind vector and ii is denoted with ψw .
With the wind triangle in mind, the course angle χ represents the angle between the true
north and the projection of Vg on the horizontal plane (ib ,jb). The course angle χ constitutes
the control variable for the guidance.
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Figure 2.6: The wind triangle (figure adapted from [16]). Here, β represents the side-slip angle of the UAV, χ the
course angle, ψ the yaw angle, and ψw the wind angle.

2.3.2. Standard vector field guidance law
Since the course angle is the most important variable for guidance, any UAV must be
equipped with a course-hold loop mechanism, especially in scenarios that request path
tracking with high accuracy. The dynamics of the course-hold loop mechanism are typically
approximated in the literature (refer to the book [16, Chaps. 9 & 10] or to [7, 35–37]) as a
first-order system:

χ̇=α(χc −χ). (2.21)

where χ is the course of the UAV, χc is the commanded course from the controller, and α
is a known positive constant that defines the response speed of the course-hold loop. It is
clear that the value of such a time constant and the validity of the first-order approximation
(2.21) depend on how the underlying low-level control law has been tuned.

The vector field is based on specifying a desired course at a certain coordinate, to guide
the UAV towards some paths. Two primitive paths are typically considered in the literature:
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the straight-line and the orbit path, with fields of desired courses shown in Figure 2.7. More
complex paths can be generated as a combination of lines and orbits.
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Figure 2.7: Vector fields for straight-line and orbit paths.

Straight-line guidance
As in [7], let us consider without loss of generality a straight-line parallel to the x-axis. The
VF that describes the reference course to drive the UAV on the line is

χd (epy ) =−χ∞ 2

π
tan−1(kepy )) (2.22)

where epy is the cross-track error (distance in y-direction), χ∞ ∈ (0, π2 ], which is the course
reference when the error is large, and k is a tuning parameter governing the smoothness of
the vector field. The idea of (2.22) is that, when the cross-track error is large, the UAV is
supposed to fly almost perpendicularly to the desired line; as the cross-track error decreases,
the reference course becomes more and more parallel to the desired line, where the transition
is regulated by the parameter k in the function tan−1. The cross-track error epy is obtained
according to Figure 2.8 as

ep =
[

epx

epy

]
= Rp

i (pi −ri ) (2.23)

where Rp
i is the rotation matrix from the inertial frame to the path frame, whose i axis is

aligned with the line.
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Figure 2.8: Quantities of interest for straight-line path following.

If the straight-line is not parallel to the x-axis as in Figure 2.7, it suffices to use the
rotation matrix from the inertial to the path frame. In [7] it is shown that the control law
that is able to let χ→χd and epy → 0 as t →∞ is

χc =χ−χ∞ 2

π

βsVg

α
sin(χ)− κ

α
sat

(
χ̃

ε

)
(2.24)

where χ̃= χ−χd , βs = k/(1+ (kepy )2), Vg = ∥∥Vg
∥∥, κ and ε are two parameters governing

the control aggressiveness and counteracting a possible chattering in the control action, and

sat(x) =
{

x if |x| < 1,

sign(x) otherwise.
(2.25)

The saturation function acts as a continuous approximation of a sign function, which is
typically used in sliding mode control theory. It is well known that the sign function may
lead to chattering in the control input [38]. Hence, the continuous saturation function is
used in [7] to approximate the behavior of a sign function and avoid to discontinuity in the
closed-loop solutions.

Orbit guidance
The strategy for orbit guidance builds the course VF around the desired orbit as follows (cf.
Figure 2.7):

χd (d̃) = γ+λ
(π

2
+ tan−1(kd̃)

)
(2.26)
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where d̃ = d−R, d is the UAV distance from the orbit center, R is the orbit radius, and γ is the
angle between the north and the UAV position with respect to the orbit center. For easiness
of analysis, the UAV position is expressed in polar coordinates with λ= 1 for a clockwise
orbit path and −1 for counter-clockwise orbit path. As it can be seen from Figure 2.7, the
main intuition of the reference course (2.26) is not very different from the straight-line case:
when the cross-track error is large, the UAV is supposed to fly almost perpendicularly to
the desired orbit; as the cross-track error decreases, the reference course becomes more and
more tangent to the desired orbit, where the transition is regulated by the parameter k in the
function tan−1. In [7] it is shown that the control law that is able to let χ→ χd and d̃ → 0
as t →∞ is

χc =χ+ Vg

αd
sin(χ−γ)+βo

λVg

α
cos(χ−γ)− κ

α
sat

(
χ̃

ε

)
(2.27)

where βo = k/(1+ (kd̃)2), and the parameters k, κ, ε have a similar meaning as in the
straight-line case. The proof of the Lyapunov stability for (2.24) and (2.27) is given in [7]
and will not be discussed here. One crucial observation on (2.24) and (2.27) follows.

Remark 2.3.1 The guidance laws (2.24) and (2.27) require knowledge of the course time
constant α, and of the groundspeed Vg . Moreover, the groundspeed requires knowledge of
the wind. No guidance law has been proposed in the VF literature [29,35,39] in the absence
of such prior knowledge.

2.4. Autopilot layer
In control of fixed-wing UAVs, one should distinguish at least two levels: the low-level
or attitude control law, and the high-level control or guidance/path follower [16]. At the
low level, most strategies rely on cascade proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controllers,
sometimes enhanced with techniques such as gain scheduling [40]: low-level strategies
are usually coded inside the autopilot layer (popular autopilot packages on the market are
ArduPilot, Pixhawk, DJI, NAVIO2, AscTec Trinity, just to name a few), that uses measured
or observed UAV states (observed position, velocity, specific force, attitude, gyro bias,
etc. [41–44]) to control the flying surfaces (aileron, rudder, elevator) and the thrust.

Because the purpose of the autopilot layer is to provide low-level controllers to govern
the various UAV states, let us illustrate the main ideas behind lateral and longitudinal UAV
control. For the lateral dynamics, the variables of interest are the roll angle φ, the roll rate
p, the heading angleψ, and the yaw rate r . The control surfaces used to influence the lateral
dynamics are the ailerons δa and the rudder δr . Ailerons primarily influence the roll rate
p; additionally, both the ailerons and the rudder influence the yaw angle ψ.

Similarly, the variables of interest for the longitudinal dynamics are the pitch angle θ,
the pitch rate q , the altitude h, and the airspeed Va . The control signals used to influence
the longitudinal dynamics are the elevator δe and the throttle δt . The elevator is used to
directly influence the pitch angle θ. In turn, the pitch angle can be used to manipulate
both the altitude and the airspeed. Vice versa, the throttle influences the airspeed and the
altitude. Therefore, there are some coupling effects, which will be discussed in more detail
in Chapter 3.2.1.

For most flight maneuvers of interest, autopilots are designed with the assumption of
decoupled and linear lateral and longitudinal dynamics [16]. In this way, the autopilot design
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Figure 2.9: Roll control scheme of the UAV. The variables φ, φc are the roll and commanded roll angle, while the
variables p, pc are the roll rate and commanded roll rate. The commanded aileron signal is δa,c .

significantly simplifies. Using the transfer function formalism, the decoupled linearized
dynamics of the UAV are of first and second order:

roll φ(s) = aφ2

s(s +aφ1 )

(
δa(s)+ 1

aφ2

dφ2 (s)

)
pitch θ(s) = aθ3

s2 +aθ2 s +aθ1

(
δe (s)+ 1

aθ3

dθ2 (s)

)
course χ(s) = g

Vg s

(
φ(s)+dχ(s)

)
where s represents the Laplace operator, the terms in d are disturbances coming from the
coupled dynamics, the aφ∗ and aθ∗ are constants of the transfer function associated with
roll and pitch dynamics, the dφ∗ , dθ∗, and dχ∗ are the disturbance signals associated with
unmodelled roll, pitch, and course dynamics. All definition for the above variables can be
found in [16]. Such first or second order loops allow an effective use of PID control.

Let us focus only on the lateral dynamics, most relevant to path following: the roll
controller structure is depicted in Figure 2.9. It consists of two nested loops: the inner one
controls the roll rate p; the outer one controls the roll angle φ; Cφ2 (z) is a discrete-time PID
controller; K̃Pφ is a feed-forward gain; in the outer loop there is a proportional controller
with gain Ωφ. A similar reasoning applies to the pitch control scheme as shown in Figure
2.10. Details of typical methods to design the low-level controller and on the tuning of the
PID controllers can be found in [16, Chap. 6] and on the websites of some open-source
autopilot software suites (e.g. PX4, Ardupilot documentation, etc.). Validation of both
the roll and the pitch control loops has been performed in the literature (cf. the detailed
validation procedure in [16]).

2.5. Simulation tools
In order to design realistic path-following tests, we have developed and tested the methods
in a software-in-the-loop (SITL) simulator and hardware-in-the-loop (HITL) simulator,
which are a MATLAB-based UAV simulation platform and a PX4-Gazebo based simulator,
respectively. Both of them include all UAV and environmental dynamics, as briefly described
hereafter.
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Figure 2.10: Pitch control scheme of the UAV. The variables θ, θc are the pitch and commanded pitch angle,
while the variables q , qc are the pitch rate and commanded pitch rate. The commanded elevator signal is δe,c .

2.5.1. Software-in-the-loop simulation platform

The fixed-wing UAV and wind dynamics have been implemented in the MATLAB-Simulink
environment by means of the Aerospace blockset [45]. With the purpose of testing the
algorithms in a realistic UAV simulation platform, a software-in-the-loop UAV platform
was developed, i.e. the MATLAB simulator can replicate the low-level control structure of
the UAV (i.e. the autopilot layer). A few screenshots of the UAV simulator are in Figure 2.11
and Figure 2.12. In Figure 2.13 the forces and moments contributions are shown on the
left. On the right, the block ’Derived Conditions’ contains the implementation of the wind
dynamics, i.e. the computation of the airspeed, the angle of attack, the side-slip angle, the
course angle, and other useful quantities affected by the wind. A visual interface, shown in
Figure 2.12, contains in-flight instruments embedded in the simulator, to help analyzing the
flight status and to reveal potential errors.

Figure 2.11: UAV simulator (in Matlab-Simulink environment)
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Figure 2.12: Simulink visual interface

Figure 2.13: Matlab Simulink model for UAV dynamics. The model comprises the forces and moments on the
UAV, as well as the airspeed, angle of attack, side-slip angle, and course angle after the effect of the wind.
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Figure 2.14: Matlab Simulink model for multi-UAVs simulation.

The path manager module is responsible to create complex paths by combining straight-
line paths and orbits. The path following tasks for these two simple paths are achieved in
the path following module. This module allows to compare several vector field methods,
including those proposed in this thesis. The autopilot module contains the code of ArduPilot,
a professional autopilot software suite. The code is open-source and it was thus accessed
and replicated in Matlab. The module includes all low-level controllers (roll, pitch, altitude,
airspeed, side-slip, and course), as well as the Kalman filters used for state estimation.
This replication step allowed us to perform simulations with the actual autopilot protocols
of the UAV. In BIXLER DYNAMICS we input the geometric characteristics of an actual
HobbyKing Bixler UAV airframe; all drag and lift coefficients of the UAV have been derived
as look-up tables by means of USAF Digital DATCOM [46]. For this airframe the wind
module includes the equations for constant and dynamic wind, so as to generate different
environment conditions. More details on a preliminary version of the software-in-the-loop
UAV platform can be found in [47].

The simulator also supports additional modules used for multi-UAV simulations, namely
a UAV states exchange module. Hence, some UAV formation control algorithms can be
tested to achieve multi-UAV control. The number of UAVs that can be tested depends on the
computer performance: we have tested 40 UAVs on a laptop. A screenshot of the multi-UAV
interface is shown in Figure 2.14.
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2.5.2. Hardware-in-the-loop simulation platform

Figure 2.15: Architecture of different modules.

A hardware-in-the-loop UAV platform is set up using the PX4 open-source flight controller
with Raspberry Pi 3B+, ROS with a MAVROS communication node (to communicate with
PX4), and Gazebo/X-plane as a 3D UAV simulator (cf. Figures 2.15 and 2.16). Along
with Ardupilot, PX4 is another popular autopilot suite: its inner-loop dynamics implement
a TECS-L1 guidance law, which is an algorithm to control the airspeed (kinetic energy)
and the altitude (potential energy) of the UAV. Also, PX4 allows to program in C++ other
control laws: in Chapter 3 we programmed both the standard VF and the adaptive VF in the
PX4/Raspberry Pi 3B+ hardware.

In this hardware-in-the-loop UAV platform, Gazebo and X-plane can be used not only
as 3D simulator for rendering of environments, but also as a physical simulator of the UAV
dynamics in 6 degrees of freedom. The UAV model is generated in Gazebo following the
tutorial1: it is a 1.5 kg standard structure fixed-wing UAV including aileron, rudder, and
elevator. The rotor is one puller at the head of the UAV and the airspeed is in the range
[10 - 25] m/s. The subsystems are connected as follows: Gazebo or X-plane simulates
and visualizes the world environment and the UAV, and it provides the sensor data to PX4;
PX4 calculates the guidance commands depending on the embedded algorithm and sends
them back to the 3D simulator (Gazebo or X-plane); finally, the 3D simulator delivers
the commands to the UAV after simulating the actuator dynamics. As compared to the
software-in-the-loop experiments, the hardware-in-the-loop UAV platform is also able to
simulate state estimation errors (GPS and IMU measurement errors and the sensor fusion
layer), which therefore adds more realism to the experiments.

2.6. Real-world fixed-wing UAV airframe
For real flight testing, we select the MFD crosswind Nimbus Pro fixed-wing UAV (cf. Figure
2.17). Its wingspan is 1950mm, length is 1287mm, wing area is 57dm2. The weight of
the plane is 1.9kg, and it has a maximum takeoff weight of about 8kg. The speed range is

1http://gazebosim.org/tutorials

http://gazebosim.org/tutorials
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Figure 2.16: Setup for hardware-in-the-loop experiments: a PX4/Raspberry Pi 3B+ controller uses a MAVROS
node to share data with a Gazebo 3D simulator
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from 12m/s to 30m/s. It is a high-performance EPO plane that is easy to assemble in the
field and that can take off in a few minutes. With proper setup, it can stay in the air for more
than 90min and travel for more than 100km.

Figure 2.17: MFD crosswind Nimbus Pro fixed-wing UAV

2.7. Summary
In this chapter, we have recalled the background of the fixed-wing UAV. We have explained
how a fixed-wing UAV can be modelled by 6-DOF Euler-Lagrange dynamics. Then we
have explained the concepts of path manager layer, the vector field guidance method, and
the attitude controller of fixed-wing UAVs layer. A MATLAB simulator and an open-source
based simulator have been presented. Finally, the technical specifications of a real flight
UAV airframe have been discussed.





3
Fixed-wing UAV vector field
guidance with uncertainties

3.1. Introduction
In this chapter, we present several adaptive Vector Field (VF) control laws for fixed-wing
UAV path following to compensate for unknown winds speed and direction and/or for
unmodelled course angle dynamics. We analyze how unmodelled course angle dynamics
arise from the low-level control of the fixed-wing UAV, and we consider two adaptive
control laws that suitably handle the uncertainties [48,49]. Furthermore, we provide stability
guarantees for the proposed algorithms. Lastly, we simulate our proposed approaches in
software-in-the-loop simulator and hardware-in-the-loop simulation environments.

This chapter is structured as follows. In Sect. 3.2, we provide the uncertainties analysis
including the wind and UAV course angle dynamics. In Sect. 3.3, we present two adaptive
vector field approaches, with stability analysis and simulation evaluation. Lastly, we provide
some concluding remarks in Sect. 3.4.

3.2. Problem formulation
Chapter 2 has elaborated that typical guidance laws are designed under the assumptions that
some UAV parameters (most notably, roll/pitch/course time constants) are known, course
dynamics are linear, longitudinal and lateral motions are not coupled, and the wind vector
is known. In particular, we have discussed that the standard VF method crucially relies on
two assumptions: known constant wind vector and first-order course dynamics [7]. Both
assumptions can be found in all standard VF works [7, 29–33]. In this section, we will
explain how unmodelled dynamics naturally arise in practice.

3.2.1. Uncertainty of UAV course angle dynamics
To the purpose of guidance, the overall UAV dynamics are usually simplified, e.g. by
ignoring coupling effects. This simplified setting is partially motivated by the fact that

25
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Figure 3.1: Block diagram for simplified course dynamics (adapted from Figure 5.3 in [16])

the control algorithm should reduce the decoupling by disturbance rejection. After this
decoupling simplification, the dynamics of the roll angle φ can be described by [16, Chap.
5]

φ̇= p +dφ1 (3.1)

where p is the roll rate, and dφ1 is an aggregate disturbance:

dφ1 = q sinφ tanθ+ r cosφ tanθ (3.2)

where θ is the pitch angle and r the yaw rate.
After differentiating (3.1), the block diagram in Figure 3.1 can be obtained, showing

how the aileron input δa and the disturbance dφ2 affect the lateral dynamics of the course
angle χ:

dφ2 ≜ḋφ1 +Γ1pq −Γ2qr + 1

2
ρVa

2Sb·[
Cp0 +Cpββ−CPp

b

2Va
(dφ1 )+Cr

br

2Va
+Cpδr

δr

] (3.3)

where β is the side slip angle, q is the pitch rate, Va is the airspeed, ρ is the air density,
S and b are geometric parameters of the aileron, Γ(·) are coefficients related to the inertia
matrix of the UAV, and C(·) are coefficients related to the aerodynamics of the UAV. Figure
3.1 and (3.3) clearly show that unmodelled state-dependent terms are aggregated in dφ2 , and
a similar statement holds for the disturbance dχ shown in Figure 3.1 (the interested reader
can refer to the details in [16, Chap. 6]). These disturbances can take a very complex form
and depend on many parameters. However, despite the presence of state-dependent terms,
it is common in the literature (refer to [16, Chaps. 9 & 10] or to [6, 7, 35–37]) to assume
the disturbance to be bounded a priori and the course dynamics to be the ideal dynamics
(2.21). Two comments follow:

1) The dynamics (2.21) rely on the assumption that longitudinal and lateral dynamics
are decoupled. However, [16, Chap. 5.4] discusses how coupling terms arise and
should be treated as disturbances. Unfortunately, such disturbances are complex and
depend on many parameters including the UAV velocity and lateral commands such
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Figure 3.2: The wind triangle for a fixed-wing UAV. Note that calculating the groundspeed Vg or V ′
g requires a

priori knowledge of the wind.

as rudder angle. Despite this complexity, it is common to treat these disturbances as
a priori bounded disturbances affecting the guidance [16, Chap. 10]. In this work, we
consider the more realistic course dynamics

χ̇=α(χc −χ)+∆(χ) (3.4)

where ∆(χ) is a coupling term acting as state-dependent unmodelled dynamics. A
specific description for this unmodelled term will be provided in Sect. 3.3.2 in the
framework of adaptive sliding mode control.

2) The steps in [16,37] show howα in (2.21) is affected in a complex way by aerodynamic
coefficients that cannot be perfectly known, and can even change depending on the
altitude and velocity. Therefore, the parameter α in (3.4) should be considered as
uncertain or even unknown.

3.2.2. Uncertainty of wind dynamics
The relationship between UAV airspeed, ground velocity, and wind velocity is illustrated in
Figure 3.2, resulting in the following navigational dynamics of the UAV:

ẋ =Va cosψ+W cosψW + A cosψA =V
′

g cosχ
′

ẏ =Va sinψ+W sinψW + A sinψA =V
′

g sinχ
′ (3.5)

where ψ is the heading angle between airspeed and horizontal axis in the earth frame, Va

is the UAV airspeed, W and A are the amplitude of the constant and the time-varying part
of wind, ψw and ψA are the angle between the constant or time-varying part of the wind
velocity and the x axis in the earth frame; x and y are the coordinate of the earth frame. As
compared to the standard wind triangle of Figure 2.6, we can see that Figure 3.2 includes
possibly time-varying effects, which are typically unknown. As a matter of fact, while the
values of W andψw can be obtained from historical data of the wind velocity, the same may
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not hold for A(t ) and ψA(t ), which should be regarded as disturbances that are changing
over time. As a result, one has that Vg is the nominal ground velocity of the UAV and V

′
g is

the actual but not measurable ground velocity, since the time-varying wind vector influences
it.

The overall wind field is denoted with amplitude W
′ and angle ψw ′ , which are a

combination of constant and time-varying parts:

W
′
cosψw ′ =W cosψw + A cosψA

W
′
sinψw ′ =W sinψw + A sinψA

(3.6)

A third comment follows:

3) The wind introduces another source of uncertainty. The uncertainty in (5.2) is reflected
in the fact that the actual ground speed is not known since a possibly unknown wind
component influences it, as shown in Figure 3.2.

It is worth mentioning that aspects 2) and 3) are overlooked in the standard guidance
literature, thus requiring a different guidance approach departing from existing frameworks.

3.3. Adaptive vector field path following methods
In the following, we will illustrate two adaptive vector field approaches to handle uncer-
tainties. First, we propose a method to handle unknown wind knowledge, which we call
adaptive vector field with wind estimator; second, we further improve the first method by
handling state-dependent unmodelled terms in the course dynamics, which we call adaptive
vector field without a priori knowledge of course dynamics and wind knowledge.

3.3.1. Adaptive vector field with wind estimator
Considering the standard vector field in Sect. 2.3 based on the assumption that Vg is not
fully known, the idea is to adapt Vg online. In this way, we consider V̂g in place of Vg ,
where V̂g is adapted by an auxiliary differential equation. In the following, we present the
estimation mechanism (for straight-line and orbit following), which will be motivated by
the corresponding stability analysis.

straight-line following
The straight-line path following control law (2.24) can be modified as:

χc =χ−χ∞ 2

π

βsV̂g

α
sin(χ)− κ

α
sat

(
χ̃

ε

)
(3.7)

where the estimation dynamics for a straight-line path is

˙̂Vg = Γvslµsl χ̃χ∞βs
2

π
sin(χ)−σΓvsl V̂g (3.8)

where Γvsl is the estimator gain, µsl is a weighting term, and σ adds a damping action.
For adaptive control loops with non-parametric uncertainties, the following is a standard

notion of stability [38, Def. 4.6]:
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Definition 3.3.1 The solutions of a nonlinear system ẋ = f (x) are Uniformly Ultimately
Bounded (UUB) with ultimate bound b if there exist positive constants b and c and for every
a ∈ (0,c), there is a time T (a,b) such that

∥x(0)∥ ≤ a ⇒∥x(t )∥ ≤ b, ∀t ≥ T (a,b). (3.9)

Stability and robustness of the proposed adaptive VF are given in the following theorem
in terms of uniform ultimately boundedness:

Theorem 3.3.1 Consider the course angle dynamics (3.4), where
∣∣∆(χ)

∣∣≤ ∆̄ is a disturbance
term with possibly unknown upper bound ∆̄ . Furthermore, assume that the unknown Vg is
slowly time-varying with

∣∣Vg
∣∣≤ V̄g and ˙∣∣Vg

∣∣≤ ¯̄Vg , for some unknown V̄g and ¯̄Vg . Then, the
control laws (3.7) (with V̂g in place of Vg ) and the adaptive law (3.8) guarantee uniform

ultimate boundedness of
∥∥∥[

epy , ρ1/2χ̃, Γ−1/2
sl Θ

]T∥∥∥2
, with ultimate bound B as in (3.13).

Orbit path following
The orbit path following control law (2.27) can be modified as:

χc =χ+ V̂g

αd
sin(χ−γ)+βo

λV̂g

α
cos(χ−γ)− κ

α
sat

(
χ̃

ε

)
(3.10)

where the estimation for an orbit path is

˙̂Vg =−Γvoµo χ̃

(
1

d
sin(χ−γ)+λβo cos(χ−γ)

)
−σΓvo V̂g (3.11)

where Γvo , µo , and σ have a similar meaning to the straight-line case.

Theorem 3.3.2 Consider the same settings as in Theorem 3.3.1, the orbit path control law
(3.10) (with V̂g in place of Vg ) and the adaptive law (3.11) guarantee uniform ultimate

boundedness of
∥∥∥[

epy , ρ1/2χ̃, Γ−1/2
o Θ

]T∥∥∥2
.

Stability analysis
Because the stability proof of the straight-line and the orbit path are similar, we only provide
the analysis for the straight-line case.

Proof. The adaptive law for V̂g is derived based on the Lyapunov argument below. Let Θ=
V̂g −Vg be the estimation error. Consider the Lyapunov function W =W1+ρW2+ 1

2Γ
−1
vsl
Θ2,

with W1 = 1
2 e2

py , W2 = 1
2 χ̃

2 whose derivative is

Ẇ = Ẇ1 +ρẆ2 +Γ−1
vsl
ΘΘ̇

where ρ is the positive user-designed weight. Substitute (2.24) (with V̂g in place of Vg ) into
the derivative of W :

Ẇ = Ẇ1 +ρχ̃[χ∞
2βs

π
(V̂g −Vg )(sin(χ)−κsat(

χ̃

ε
)]+Γ−1

vsl
(V̂g −Vg )( ˙̂Vg − V̇g ).
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Now substitute (3.8)

Ẇ = Ẇ1 −ρκχ̃sat(
χ̃

ε
)+

[
( ˙̂Vg − V̇g )Γ−1

vsl
+ρχ̃χ∞ 2βs

π
sin(χ)

]
(V̂g −Vg )+ρχ̃∆

≤ Ẇ1 −ρχ̃sat(
χ̃

ε
)−σΘ2 +ρ ∣∣χ̃∣∣∆̄−σΘ(−Γ−1

vsl
V̇gσ

−1 −Vg ).

Using the design condition κ ≥ ∆̄ we can remove the third and fifth terms of the last
inequality when χ̃

ε ≥ 1 (the analysis for χ̃
ε < 1 straightforwardly leads to boundedness,

cf. [50]). Furthermore, after applying the inequality −a2 +ab ≤− a2

2 + b2

2 (valid for any a
and b) to the fourth and last term above, we write

Ẇ ≤ Ẇ1 − σ

2
Θ2 +

σ(Vg + V̇gΓ
−1
vsl
σ−1)2

2
. (3.12)

Since we assume that the wind changes in a slowly time-varying fashion, the magnitude of
V̇g will be bounded. Also, the ground velocity Vg is bounded. Therefore we can bound∣∣∣Vg + V̇gΓ

−1
vsl
σ−1

∣∣∣≤∆V , for some unknown ∆V . Then, using the definition of the Lyapunov
function W and the analysis of Ẇ1 carried out in [7], we have that (3.12) implies

Ẇ ≤−κW − (κ̄−κ)W +C

where 0 < κ< κ̄, κ̄=σΓvsl , and C = σ∆̄2
V

2 , i.e. C is proportional to ∆̄2
V (upper bound on the

combined variation of the wind). After defining the scalar B =C /(κ̄−κ) we straightforwardly
obtain the bound ∥∥∥∥[

epy , ρ1/2χ̃, Γ−1/2
vsl

Θ
]T

∥∥∥∥2

≤ max{W (0),B} (3.13)

i.e. epy , χ̃, Θ converge inside a compact set and stay bounded.

Algorithm evaluation
In this section, the performance of the adaptive VF method is assessed, as compared to the
standard VF method of [7] and to an ideal VF method, with the following wind knowledge:

• Standard VF: guidance (2.24), (2.27) with Vg (t ) = ||Va(t )+W|| (knowledge of con-
stant wind disturbance);

• Ideal VF: guidance (2.24), (2.27) with Vg (t ) = ||Va(t )+W+A(t )|| (knowledge of
constant and time-varying disturbance);

• Adaptive VF: guidance (2.24), (2.27) with Vg (t ) = V̂g (t ) and (3.8), (3.11) with V̂g (0) =
||Va(0)+W|| (lack of wind knowledge replaced by estimator).

The standard VF knows only the constant wind component, the ideal VF knows the constant
and dynamic wind components, while the adaptive VF estimates all components starting
from the initial knowledge of the constant wind (we defined it as ’ideal VF’ because this ap-
proach still relies on simplified course dynamics, which may lead to degraded performance).
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Table 3.1: Flight environmental conditions

Scenario Constant wind Turbulence Slowly time-varying wind
#1 ||W|| = 0 m/s No No A(t )
#2 ||W|| = 4 m/s No No A(t )
#3 ||W|| = 4 m/s Yes No A(t )
#4 ||W|| = 4 m/s Yes Yes

Four different wind scenarios have been defined, summarized in Table 3.1, so as to draw
conclusions on the effectiveness of adaptation in different conditions. For each scenario,
we simulate a straight-line and an orbit path. The constant wind direction is 240 deg. A
Dryden dynamic wind model [51] is configured following the its specifications (altitude of
50 m, turbulence intensity of 2.15 m/s on the ib and jb axes, and 1.4 m/s on the kb axis,
with wavelengths of 200 m). A slowly time-varying wind part is taken as a sinusoid of 0.01
rad/s, perturbing both the wind magnitude and the wind direction with amplitudes 3 m/s
and π rad, respectively.

Two experimental sets are performed:

• Using ideal simplified first-order course angle dynamics;

• Using the more realistic UAV model (with high-order course angle dynamics).

The first set has the purpose of testing the algorithms in the ideal scenario, in such a way to
better evaluate how the performance degrades in non-ideal scenarios.

The performance of the standard, adaptive, and ideal VF method are evaluated using
the root mean square (RMS) steady-state cross-track error, calculated in the last portion of
the path when epy or d̃ have converged. The parameters k, κ, ε, Γvsl , and Γvo summarized
in Table 3.2, have been tuned so as to find a good compromise between convergence speed
and no oscillations. The values of Γsl and Γo cannot be selected to high in order to avoid
the so-called “high-gain" estimation drift. Meanwhile, the value of σ should be small as
long as the because performance is already satisfactory. The main reason why Γsl is larger
than Γo is that the straight-line path following presents some lack of persistent excitation to
the estimator dynamics, thus requiring a larger gain. The scaling parameters µsl and µo are
chosen as the ratio between the initial cross-track error and the maximum course error, i.e.
µsl = (epy (0)/π)2, µo = (d̃(0)/π)2.

Table 3.2: Standard and Adaptive VF parameters.

χ∞ k κ ε Γvsl Γvo σ

π/2 0.1 m−1 π/2 rad2/s 1 rad 0.5 0.1 0.001

Experiment: Simplified first-order course dynamics
For the first-order course dynamics (2.21), Table 3.3 reports the RMS steady-state errors in
all environmental conditions.

The following observations can be drawn from Table 3.3:
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Table 3.3: Vector field RMS steady-state errors in meters (first-order course dynamics).

Straight-line path following
Scenario Standard VF Adaptive VF Ideal VF

#1 0.00 0.00 0.00
#2 0.00 0.00 0.00
#3 0.16 0.12 0.00
#4 0.17 0.12 0.00

Orbit path following
Scenario Standard VF Adaptive VF Ideal VF

#1 0.00 0.00 0.00
#2 0.00 0.00 0.00
#3 0.29 0.14 0.00
#4 0.31 0.14 0.00

• With perfect knowledge of the wind and assuming simplified first-order dynamics,
the ideal VF achieves a zero steady-state error in all wind conditions;

• In the absence of wind, or with only constant wind (Scenarios #1 and #2) also the
standard and the adaptive VF can achieve a zero steady-state error;

• The adaptive VF outperforms the standard VF in Scenarios #3 and #4 (error reduc-
tion > 20% for the straight-line and > 50% for the orbit), when unmodelled wind
components cannot be accounted by the standard VF.

Experiment: Realistic high-order course dynamics
Using the more realistic UAV model, Table 3.4 reports the RMS steady-state errors in all
environmental conditions.

Table 3.4: Vector field RMS steady-state errors in meters (high-order course dynamics).

Straight-line path following
Scenario Standard VF Adaptive VF Ideal VF

#1 0.00 0.00 0.00
#2 0.00 0.00 0.00
#3 0.26 0.25 0.26
#4 0.24 0.24 0.20

Orbit path following
Scenario Standard VF Adaptive VF Ideal VF

#1 0.10 0.00 0.10
#2 0.10 0.00 0.10
#3 0.39 0.21 0.31
#4 1.29 0.80 1.09
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Figure 3.3: Ideal vs Adaptive VF method during orbit following with high-order dynamics (Scenario #1). To
highlight the path following error of the ideal VF method, a zoom-in is shown in the small picture.

Table 3.4 demonstrates that the ideal VF has lost its perfect performance shown in
Table 3.3. That is, even with full knowledge of the wind, the ideal VF cannot cope with
unmodelled dynamics. The following observations are drawn from Table 3.4:

• For the straight-line, the improvement of the adaptive VF is often small. This can
be explained by the fact that the unmodelled UAV dynamics are not ‘excited’ by the
straight-line path. The term ‘excited’ is used in the sense of persistency of excitation,
a concept well known in adaptive control [4, Sect. 5.2] and referring to the number of
sinusoids contained in a signal. The higher the frequency content of a signal flowing
across the closed-loop system, the more the unmodelled dynamics of the system will
‘manifest’ and make the tracking error different from zero, which in turn will activate
the adaptive law. Persistency of excitation is reflected in the path-following problem
by the fact that the periodic motion induced by the orbit path contains sinusoidal
components that are absent in the straight-line case. In fact, the poor excitation of
the straight-line path makes all algorithms achieve zero errors in Scenarios #1 and #2
despite the unmodelled dynamics;

• In the orbit scenario, apparently the excitation induced by periodic motion activates
the adaptive law and makes the adaptive VF method attain drastic improvements,
outperforming not only the standard VF method, but also the ideal VF method.
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Remarkably, in Scenario #1 the adaptive VF method achieves a zero tracking error
by completely compensating the unmodelled dynamics, as shown in Figure 3.3: on
the other hand, the unmodelled dynamics prevent the ideal VF method from perfectly
following the orbit (the steady-state error is around 0.11m). Also in Scenario #2
the adaptive VF method drives the error to zero by counteracting the constant wind
disturbances, while in Scenarios #3 and #4 the error is reduced by 46% and 61%
respectively.

Experiment: On transient performance
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Figure 3.4: Transient of the Ideal, Standard and Adaptive VF method during line following with high-order
dynamics (Scenario #2).

To comment on the transient performance of the VF algorithms, Table 3.5 collects the
errors calculated from the beginning of the trajectory till when the error is less than 1 meter
(the values are higher than the previous tables, because the UAV starts 50 meters away
from the desired trajectory). Table 3.5 reveals that the transient performance of the adaptive
VF method is close and in most cases slightly better than the non-adaptive versions (cf.
Figure 3.4 for straight-line following in Scenario #2). The explanation is twofold: (a) as
indicated previously, the initial estimated ground speed in the adaptive VF method results
from the vector sum of the airspeed and the constant wind, which is good starting point
feasible for implementation (the same a priori knowledge as the standard VF method); (b)
the estimator (3.8) and (3.11), being Lyapunov-based, contributes to stability by driving
the error to zero. While the transient performance of any adaptive algorithm inevitably
benefits from good initial knowledge of the uncertain parameters [4, Sect. 4.3.7], it is worth
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remarking that, thanks to the estimator (3.8) and (3.11), the a priori knowledge of the
standard VF method is not requested in the adaptive VF method, giving benefits in unknown
wind environments.

Table 3.5: Vector field RMS transient errors in meters (high-order course dynamics).

Straight-line path following
Scenario Standard VF Adaptive VF Ideal VF

#1 23.53 23.52 23.53
#2 26.24 26.20 26.24
#3 26.63 26.58 26.62
#4 27.32 27.08 27.13

Orbit path following
Scenario Standard VF Adaptive VF Ideal VF

#1 31.02 31.01 31.02
#2 32.54 32.53 32.54
#3 33.02 33.00 32.99
#4 33.86 33.85 33.73

3.3.2. Adaptive vector field without a priori knowledge of course
dynamics and wind

The method of Sect. 3.3.1 mainly focuses on unknown wind vector, although it was shown
experimentally that the method can also handle unmodelled course dynamics. In this section,
we will propose a new guidance law with no a priori knowledge of the UAV course dynamics
and of the wind vector [52]. The main contributions of this section are:

• Achieving vector-field path following without structural knowledge of the unmodelled
coupling effects and without a priori knowledge of the course time constant and of
wind amplitude/direction;

• Connect the adaptive vector field method to the uncertainty framework of adaptive
sliding mode (cf. [53–56] and references therein), while extending it to consider
unmodelled dynamics without a priori constant bound.

The first contribution is made possible by including estimation in the guidance laws, to
compensate the uncertain terms. The second contribution is possible by considering a state-
dependent uncertainty bound. Similarly to what has been done before, we will first describe
the uncertainty setting, then give the adaptive laws with corresponding stability analysis and
numerical validation.

Uncertainty setting
The disturbances (3.2)-(3.3) reveal that finding a closed-form form for the term ∆(χ) is
difficult. We follow an approach motivated by the control-theoretic framework of sliding
mode control [57, Assumpt. A2, eq. (8)], showing that for a first-order system ẋ =
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f (x)+u +∆(x), nonlinear unmodelled dynamics ∆(x) can be represented as

||∆(x)|| ≤ c0 + c1||x||, (3.14)

where c0,c1 are some constants. To depart from the ideal assumptions in the literature, the
following state dependency of uncertainty ∆ is considered:

∣∣∆(χ)
∣∣≤ c0 + c1

∣∣∣χ̃+χd
∣∣∣≤ κ0 +κ1

∣∣χ̃∣∣ (3.15)

for some scalars κ0, κ1 ∈ R+. We have used (3.14) and the fact that χd is bounded by
definition. Under the assumption that κ0, κ1 are known, the modelling approach (3.15) was
proposed in the sliding mode control literature (cf. [57, eq. (8)] and related works) as a way
to model complex (state-dependent) disturbances. Notice that (3.15) includes the fact that
∆(χ) may not be bounded a priori by a constant.

Instead of assuming exact knowledge ofα, let us consider a nominal course time constant,
named α̂, and satisfying ∣∣∣α

α̂
−1

∣∣∣= E < 1 (3.16)

for some design constant parameter E . It can be noticed that the uncertainty set (3.16)
requires α̂ to be not far from the actual α, i.e. α< (1+E)α̂.

Since α> 0, (3.4) can be written as

αχ̇=−χ+χc +∆, (3.17)

where α≜ 1/α,∆≜∆/α. For control design purposes, the derivative of (2.22) is calculated
in [7] as

χ̇d =−χ∞ 2

π
βsVg sin(χ). (3.18)

As Vg is unknown, χ̇d is not available for control design. Then, observing (3.15), (3.17) we
have ∣∣∣∆∣∣∣≤ κ∗0 +κ∗1

∣∣χ̃∣∣ , (3.19)

where κ∗0 ≜ κ0/α,κ∗1 ≜ κ1/α are unknown positive constants. For ease of controller design,
let us also define κ∗2 ≜αVg , which is also an unknown positive constant.

straight-line following
Based on the uncertainty structure (3.19), a guidance law is proposed as

χc =−Λχ̃+χ− κ̂2χ∞
2

π
βs sin(χ)−ρ sat

(
χ̃

ε

)
, (3.20a)

ρ = κ̂0 + κ̂1|χ̃|, (3.20b)
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where Λ ∈R+ is a user-defined scalar, and κ̂i are the estimates of κ∗i i = 0,1,2, evaluated via
the following adaptive laws:

˙̂κ0 = |χ̃|−Γ0κ̂0, (3.21a)
˙̂κ1 = |χ̃|2 −Γ1κ̂1, (3.21b)

˙̂κ2 =χ∞ 2

π
βs sin(χ)χ̃−Γ2κ̂2, (3.21c)

with κ̂i (0) > 0, i = 0,1,2, (3.21d)

where Γi ∈R+ are user-defined scalars.
The following result can be derived:

Theorem 3.3.3 By employing the guidance law (3.20), the resulting trajectories of the UAV
(3.17) and the parameters in the adaptive law (3.21) are Uniformly Ultimately Bounded
(UUB).

Stability analysis
Before starting the analysis, let us notice that the combination of the adaptive laws (3.21a)-
(3.21b), (3.38a)-(3.38b) and the initial conditions (3.21d),(3.38d) imply that

κ̂0(t ), κ̂1(t ) ≥ 0,∀t ≥ 0. (3.22)

for both the straight-line and orbit path.
The closed-loop stability in the straight-line case is analysed using the following Lya-

punov function:

W = 1

2
αχ̃2 + 1

2

2∑
i=0

(κ̂i −κ∗)2. (3.23)

Define an overall uncertainty term

∆c ≜∆+κ∗2χ∞
2

π

k

1+ (kepy )2 sin(χ). (3.24)

Observing the structure of sat(·) as in (3.20a), the overall stability analysis is carried out for
the following two cases, using the common Lyapunov function (3.23).

Case (i): |χ̃| ≥ ϵ
Using (3.17) and (3.20), the time-derivative of (3.23) yields

Ẇ = χ̃(−χ+χc +∆c )+
2∑

i=0
(κ̂i −κ∗i ) ˙̂κi

≤−Λχ̃2 − (κ̂0 −κ∗0 )|χ̃|− (κ̂1 −κ∗1 )|χ̃|2

− (κ̂2 −κ∗2 )χ∞
2

π
βs χ̃sin(χ)+

2∑
i=0

(κ̂i −κ∗i ) ˙̂κi . (3.25)
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From (3.21a)-(3.21c) we have

1∑
j=0

(κ̂ j −κ∗j ) ˙̂κ j = (κ̂ j −κ∗j )|χ̃| j+1 −Γ j κ̂
2
j +Γ j κ̂ jκ

∗
j , (3.26)

(κ̂2 −κ∗2 ) ˙̂κ2 = (κ̂2 −κ∗2 )χ∞
2

π
βs χ̃sin(χ)−Γ2κ̂

2
2 +Γ2κ̂2κ

∗
2 . (3.27)

The following simplifications can be made for i = 0,1,2:

κ̂iκ
∗
i − κ̂2

i =−
(
κ̂ip

2
− κ∗ip

2

)2

− κ̂2
i

2
+ κ∗i

2

2

≤−
(
κ̂ip

2
− κ∗ip

2

)2

+ κ∗i
2

2
. (3.28)

Substituting (3.26)-(3.28) into (3.25) yields

Ẇ ≤−Λχ̃2 −
2∑

i=0

(
Γi (κ̂i −κ∗i )2

2
− Γiκ

∗
i

2

2

)
. (3.29)

Using the definition of W in (3.23) yields

Ẇ ≤−ϱW + 1

2

2∑
i=0
Γiκ

∗
i

2, (3.30)

where ϱ≜ mini {Λ, Γi /2}
max{α/2, 1/2} > 0 by design.

Define a scalar 0 < δ< ϱ. Then, Ẇ in (3.30) simplifies to

Ẇ ≤−δW − (ϱ−δ)W + 1

2

2∑
i=0
Γiκ

∗
i

2. (3.31)

Defining a scalar B1 ≜
∑2

i=0Γiκ
∗
i

2

2(ϱ−δ) , it can be noticed that Ẇ ≤−δW when W ≥B1.
Case (ii): |χ̃| < ϵ.
Using (3.17) and (3.20), for this case we have

Ẇ ≤−Λχ̃2 −ρ |χ̃|
2

ϵ
+|∆̄||χ̃|+ (κ̂2 −κ∗2 )βs χ̃+

2∑
i=0

(κ̂i −κ∗i ) ˙̂κi

≤−Λχ̃2 +κ∗0 |χ̃|+κ∗1 |χ̃|2 + (κ̂2 −κ∗2 )χ∞
2

π
βs sin(χ)χ̃

+
2∑

i=0
(κ̂i −κ∗i ) ˙̂κi (3.32)

Then, following the same lines of proof as in Case (i) we have

Ẇ ≤−δW − (ϱ−δ)W + 1

2

2∑
i=0
Γiκ

∗
i

2 + κ̂0|χ̃|+ κ̂1|χ̃|2. (3.33)
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In Case (ii) we have |χ̃| < ϵ. From (3.21a)-(3.21b) it can be noted that |χ̃| ∈L∞ ⇒ κ̂0, κ̂1 ∈
L∞. Therefore, there exists ς ∈R+ such that (κ̂0|χ̃|+ κ̂1|χ̃|2) ≤ ς, yielding

Ẇ ≤−δW − (ϱ−δ)W + 1

2

2∑
i=0
Γiκ

∗
i

2 +ς (3.34)

and Ẇ ≤−δW holds when W ≥B2 ≜
1
2

∑2
i=0Γiκ

∗
i

2+ς
ϱ−δ .

Observing the results of Cases (i) and (ii) (i.e., (3.31) and (3.34)), we get Ẇ ≤ −δW
when W ≥ max{B1, B2} and the closed-loop system is UUB, implying χ̃, κ̂i ∈ L∞ for
i = 0,1,2. Further, the Lyapunov function as in (3.23) yields W ≥ (1/2)αχ̃2. Therefore,
following the definition of ultimate bound [38, Sect. 4.8], the ultimate bound Bs on the
straight-line path tracking error χ̃ is found to be

Bs =
√

2max{B1, B2}

α
. (3.35)

Tunability: the ultimate bound on the path tracking error can be considered as a performance
indicator. From the structures of the error bounds B1 and B2 (as below (3.31) and (3.34)),
one can derive that a high value of Λ and low values of Γi improve tracking accuracy.
However, it should be noticed that increasing Λ or decreasing Γi result in a higher control
input (due to the larger values of ρ): the trade-off between tracking error and control effort
is standard in control, and requires to tune these parameters according to the application
requirements.

Orbit Following
For control design purposes, the derivative of (2.26) is calculated in [7] as

χ̇d =Vg

(
sin(χ−γ)

d
+λβo cos(χ−γ)

)
. (3.36)

The corresponding guidance law is defined as

χc =−Λχ̃+χ+ κ̂2

(
sin(χ−γ)

d
+λβo cos(χ−γ)

)
−ρ sat

(
χ̃

ε

)
, (3.37a)

ρ = κ̂0 + κ̂1|χ̃|, (3.37b)

with the following adaptive laws:
˙̂κ0 = |χ̃|−Γ0κ̂0, (3.38a)
˙̂κ1 = |χ̃|2 −Γ1κ̂1, (3.38b)

˙̂κ2 =−
(

sin(χ−γ)

d
−λβo cos(χ−γ)

)
χ̃−Γ2κ̂2, (3.38c)

with κ̂i (0) > 0, i = 0,1,2. (3.38d)

with similar design parameters as before.
The following result can be derived:

Theorem 3.3.4 By employing the guidance law (3.37), the resulting trajectories of the UAV
(3.17) and the parameters in the adaptive law (3.38) are Uniformly Ultimately Bounded
(UUB).
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Stability analysis
The stability analysis for the orbit path follows similar steps as for the straight-line path case,
with Lyapunov function (3.23) and an overall uncertainty term for the orbit path as

∆c ≜∆+κ∗2
(

sin(χ−γ)

d
+λβo cos(χ−γ)

)
(3.39)

Observing the structure of sat(·) as in (3.37a), the overall stability analysis is carried out for
the following two cases, using the common Lyapunov function (3.23).

Case (i): |χ̃| ≥ ϵ. Using (3.17) and (3.36), we get

Ẇ = χ̃(−χ+χc +∆c )+
2∑

i=0
(κ̂i −κ∗i ) ˙̂κi

≤−Λχ̃2 − (κ̂0 −κ∗0 )|χ̃|− (κ̂1 −κ∗1 )|χ̃|2 +
2∑

i=0
(κ̂i −κ∗i ) ˙̂κi

+ (κ̂2 −κ∗2 )

(
sin(χ−γ)

d
+λβo cos(χ−γ)

)
χ̃. (3.40)

From (3.38a)-(3.38c) we have
1∑

j=0
(κ̂ j −κ∗j ) ˙̂κ j = (κ̂ j −κ∗j )|χ̃| j+1 −Γ j κ̂

2
j +Γ j κ̂ jκ

∗
j , (3.41)

(κ̂2 −κ∗2 ) ˙̂κ2 = (κ̂2 −κ∗2 )χ̃

(
sin(χ−γ)

d
+λβo cos(χ−γ)

)
−Γ2κ̂

2
2 +Γ2κ̂2κ

∗
2 . (3.42)

The same simplifications (3.28) apply to the orbit case, leading along similar steps to

Ẇ ≤−δW − (ϱ−δ)W + 1

2

2∑
i=0
Γiκ

∗
i

2. (3.43)

Defining the scalar B1 as before, we have Ẇ ≤−δW when W ≥B1.
Case (ii): |χ̃| < ϵ. Using (3.17) and (3.36), for this case we get

Ẇ ≤−Λχ̃2 −ρ(|χ̃|2/ϵ)+|∆̄||χ̃|+
2∑

i=0
(κ̂i −κ∗i ) ˙̂κi

+ (κ̂2 −κ∗2 )

(
sin(χ−γ)

d
+λβo cos(χ−γ)

)
χ̃

≤−Λχ̃2 +κ∗0 |χ̃|+κ∗1 |χ̃|2 +
2∑

i=0
(κ̂i −κ∗i ) ˙̂κi

+ (κ̂2 −κ∗2 )

(
sin(χ−γ)

d
+λβo cos(χ−γ)

)
χ̃. (3.44)

We obtain that there exists ς ∈R+ such that (κ̂0|χ̃|+ κ̂1|χ̃|2) ≤ ς, giving

Ẇ ≤−δW − (ϱ−δ)W + 1

2

2∑
i=0
Γiκ

∗
i

2 +ς (3.45)
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and Ẇ ≤ −δW when W ≥ B2. The results (3.43) and (3.45) reveal that Ẇ ≤ −δW when
W ≥ max{B1, B2} and the closed loop is UUB, implying χ̃, κ̂i ∈L∞ for i = 0,1,2.

Tunability: following similar lines of Theorem 3.3.3, the ultimate bound Bo on path
tracking error is analogous to (3.35), i.e.

Bo =
√

2max{B1, B2}

α
. (3.46)

Therefore, similar trade-offs arise: increasingΛ or decreasing Γi results in a smaller ultimate
bound, but may result in higher control inputs.

Remark 3.3.1 Differently from the standard VF method in (2.24) and (2.27), no a priori
knowledge of the course time constant, the wind environment, and the unmodelled dynamics
is required; the gains κ̂0 and κ̂1 compensate online the uncertainty term (3.19), stemming
from the unmodelled term (3.15); the gain κ̂2 plays the role of an estimator for the ground
velocity. The course time constant α is estimated jointly via κ̂0, κ̂1, κ̂2 (as κ∗0 , κ∗1 , κ∗2 all
contain 1/α). These estimation actions mark a difference with the standard adaptive-free
VF method and with other adaptive-free robust methods.

Remark 3.3.2 The adaptive laws in (3.21) and (3.38) reveal that the control gains adjust
automatically according to the tracking error, thanks to the effect of the stabilizing leakage
terms −Γi κ̂i , i = 0,1,2. In other words, the adaptive laws keep a balance between increasing
the estimates when the error is large, and keeping the estimates bounded. As Γ0,Γ1,Γ2

become smaller, adaptation is faster. However, this might lead to larger gains κ̂0, κ̂1κ̂2 (i.e.
the uncertainty can be overestimated) and high control inputs. This indicates a trade-off
between small control inputs and robustness to unmodeled dynamics.

Remark 3.3.3 The proposed guidance laws (3.20) and (3.37) share a structure similar to
(adaptive) sliding mode control:

χc =χ−Λχ̃+ χ̇d −ρ sat

(
χ̃

ε

)
. (3.47)

The main differences are that χ̇d is given a priori in adaptive sliding mode control (whereas
we include adaptation due to the uncertainty in Vg ), and that ρ estimates a constant bound
for the uncertainty (whereas we estimate a state-dependent bound).

Algorithm evaluation
Experiments are carried out on a software-in-the-loop UAV platform where the functional-
ities of the ArduPilot autopilot are replicated in MATLAB, and on a hardware-in-the-loop
UAV platform where PX4 autopilot hardware is connected to a Gazebo/ROS environment.

The experiments offer a way to compare different sliding mode control techniques in
view of the following facts:

• The standard VF method is essentially a sliding mode control method that assumes
parametric knowledge of the course time constant and the nominal wind environment;
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• The ideal VF method is also a sliding mode control method, but with more knowledge
of the wind disturbance;

• Our adaptive VF method is an advanced adaptive sliding mode control method with-
out parametric knowledge. Yet, it is different from standard adaptive sliding mode
control since the latter still requires nominal parametric knowledge and assumes the
uncertainty to be bounded a priori.

Software-in-the-loop experiments
We take the following environmental conditions: constant wind amplitude is W = 4 m/s
with wind angle ψW = 230◦; and a Dryden turbulence [16, Sect. 4.4]. To draw conclusions
on the effectiveness of adaptation in different conditions, all environmental conditions have
been combined to obtain three wind scenarios, summarized in Table 3.6.

Just as in the previous simulation, the first-order time constant of the course dynamics
can be estimated as α = 0.4578. Both the standard and the ideal VF method use this time
constant.

The performance of the standard, adaptive, and ideal VF method is first evaluated on
primitive paths (straight-line and orbit), using the root mean square (RMS) steady-state
tracking error calculated in the last portion of the path when epy or d̃ have converged. The
parameters χ∞, k, ε, κ, Γ0, Γ1 and Γ2 in Table 3.7 have been tuned so as to find a good
compromise between convergence speed and smooth response.

Table 3.7: Parameters of the guidance laws

χ∞ k ε κ Γ0, Γ1 Γ2

π/2 0.1 m−1 1 rad π/2 rad2/s 0.01 0.001

Tables 3.8 and 3.9 (straight-line and orbit, respectively) highlight how the proposed
adaptive VF method outperforms, in all scenarios, the standard and the ideal VF method.
Note that in Scenarios 1 and 2 the standard and the ideal VF method have exactly the same
performance since there is no wind perturbation.

Table 3.6: Flight environmental conditions

Scenario Constant wind Turbulence
#1 No No
#2 Yes No
#3 Yes Yes
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Table 3.8: Straight-line RMS tracking errors (in parentheses is the percentage increase of error against the
adaptive VF method)

Standard VF Ideal VF Adaptive VF
Scenario RMS error RMS error RMS error

#1 0 (+0%) 0 (+0%) 0
#2 0.654 (+38%) 0.653 (+38%) 0.472
#3 0.673 (+38%) 0.673 (+38%) 0.488

Table 3.9: Orbit RMS tracking errors (in parentheses is the percentage increase of error against the adaptive VF
method)

Standard VF Ideal VF Adaptive VF
Scenario RMS error RMS error RMS error

#1 0.146 (+∞) 0.146 (+∞) 0
#2 0.776 (+76%) 0.776 (+76%) 0.441
#3 0.821 (+89%) 0.798 (+84%) 0.434

For the straight-line case, Figure 3.5 clearly shows that the adaptive VF better counteracts
with time the effect of the wind in Scenario 3 (38% improvement). Even with exact
knowledge of the wind, the ideal VF method performs quite poorly, due to the inaccurate
knowledge ofα (the adaptive VF method again gives 38% improvement). Something similar
also occurs in Scenario 2 (constant wind).
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Figure 3.5: Straight-line, Scenario 3: tracking error (the standard and ideal VF method have similar performance
and their lines overlap)

Figure 3.6: Orbit, Scenario 1: tracking error (the standard and ideal VF method have the same performance and
their lines overlap)
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Figure 3.7: Orbit, Scenario 2: path in x-y plane (the small box is a zoom-in to highlight the improved tracking of
the adaptive VF method)

Figure 3.8: Orbit, Scenario 2: tracking error (the standard and ideal VF method have the same performance and
their lines overlap)
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Figure 3.9: Orbit, Scenario 3: path in x-y plane (the small box is a zoom-in to highlight the improved tracking of
the adaptive VF method)

Figure 3.10: Orbit, Scenario 3: tracking error (the standard and ideal VF method have similar performance and
their lines almost overlap)
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For the orbit case, Figure 3.6 clearly shows that the standard and the ideal VF method
have a steady-state tracking error: such error is completely removed by the adaptive VF
method. A significant reduction of the tracking error (76-89%) by the adaptive VF method
also occurs in Scenarios 2 and 3, which are depicted in Figures 3.7-3.10 in terms of tracking
error and path in the x-y plane. In all cases it can be seen that the adaptation mechanism
reduces the oscillations of the error: oscillations are present due to the fact that the wind
effect changes when the UAV is travelling along the orbit. The adaptive gains κ0,κ1,κ2 can
verify the boundedness of the gains directly from the adaptive laws (3.21) and (3.38): if the
tracking error χ̃ is bounded, then the κ̂i s are bounded using bounded-input-bounded-output
notions, as the Γi s are positive constants.

Hardware-in-the-loop experiments
Similarly to the software-in-the-loop experiments, we define several wind scenarios and
paths to test the performance in different environments. We have a scenario with average
wind speed 2 m/s with variance of 0.5 m/s and direction ψW = 45◦ (Scenario #4), and a
scenario with an average wind speed of 5 m/s, direction ψW = 45◦, variance of 0.5 m/s and
gusts up to 7 m/s (Scenario #5). We define three paths: a straight-line path, an orbit path,
and a combined path with lines and orbits (cf. Figure 3.11). The results of the guidance
laws are shown in Table 3.10 in terms of RMS error. Notice that the standard VF method is
implemented in two conditions: one with α= 0.4578, and one where α has been carefully
tuned so as to improve performance. Because the adaptive VF method is able to improve
even over the optimized standard VF method, this further validates the effectiveness of the
proposed strategy: even if the optimized α makes the standard VF method at least four
times better, still improvements of 3-19% are observed thanks to adaptation. As compared
to the Scenario #4, it can be seen that Scenario #5 is quite extreme for the UAV, but still the
proposed adaptive VF method outperforms all strategies. The TECS-L1 guidance works
good for orbit following under low wind speed (Scenario #4, only 1% degradation) but is
less effective for straight-line path and high wind speed , 102-462% degradation).

Table 3.10: 3D simulation RMS tracking errors (in parentheses is the percentage increase of error against the
adaptive VF method)

TECS-L1 Standard VF Standard VF Adaptive
RMS error RMS error RMS error VF

(α= 0.4578) (optimized α) RMS error
Line

#4 5.161 (+462%) 1.419 (+54%) 1.036 (+13%) 0.919
#5 11.62 (+102%) 12.20 (+112%) 5.932 (+3%) 5.762

Orbit
#4 2.319 (+1%) 2.613 (+14%) 2.370 (+3%) 2.300
#5 5.810 (+102%) 6.105 (+112%) 2.966 (+3%) 2.881

Combi.
#4 6.705 (+333%) 4.416 (+185%) 1.839 (+19%) 1.548
#5 18.95 (+233%) 16.68 (+194%) 5.804 (+2%) 5.683
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Figure 3.11: Combined path, Scenario 5, adaptive VF method

Overall the simulations show that the proposed adaptive VF method, by compensating
for the lack of knowledge in course dynamics and wind environment, can bring to improved
guidance performance in several wind and path scenarios. It is intuitive to expect that when
the autopilot layer is poorly tuned, any guidance algorithm can do little to cope with this
situation: investigating this point in an analytic or numerical way could be an interesting
future work.

3.4. Summary
The actual performance of model-based path-following methods for Unmanned Aerial Ve-
hicles (UAVs) shows considerable dependence on the knowledge of the wind speed and
direction, and on the accuracy of the dynamic model used for design. In this chapter, we
analyzed how such uncertainties appear in the UAV dynamics.

In Sect. 3.3.1, we have proposed a method to relax the first-order dynamic assumption
in previous literature. We use adaptation of V̂g in place of the unknown wind speed Vg ,
where V̂g is adapted by an auxiliary differential equation. The estimator compensates for
the lack of knowledge of the wind vector and for unmodelled course dynamics.

In Sect. 3.3.2, we proposed a method not requiring a priori knowledge of the UAV course
time constant, of coupling effects, and of the wind amplitude/direction.

Extensive experiments have shown that the proposed adaptive VF methods are able to
compensate for the lack of knowledge on the course dynamics and the wind environment,
so as to bring improved guidance performance in several wind and path scenarios.



4
Adaptive formation control

for fixed-wing UAVs

4.1. Introduction
In recent years, the synchronization of multi-agent systems has been an emerging research
direction drawing the attention of the control community. Synchronization represents
a potential solution for coordination of large-scale networked systems [58, 59], encom-
passing spacecraft attitude control [60], sensor networks [61], smart buildings and smart
grids [62, 63], unmanned aerial, ground and underwater vehicles [64–66]. To coordinate
multi-agent systems, either a centralized approach or a distributed approach can be adopted.
The centralized approach introduces a central node that utilizes the information stemming
from all agents: standard ground station control is usually implemented in a centralized way.
On the contrary, the distributed approach uses, for each agent, a controller that utilizes local
information, e.g. neighbors’ information. The distributed approach provides advantages due
to its applicability in the presence of communication constraints, for example, when contin-
uous communication with the ground station may be impossible [2,67,68]. The research in
distributed control can be grouped into several directions that may be overlapping, such as
synchronization (sometimes referred to as consensus or rendezvous when the synchronizing
behavior is constant), distributed formation control (sometimes referred to as flocking in the
presence of collision avoidance capabilities), distributed optimization and estimation [69].

In this chapter, distributed synchronization is studied as a way to control formations of
uncertain agents with Euler–Lagrange (EL) dynamics. Synchronization is to be intended
as the whole network to converge to a common trajectory. Clearly, this requires the state of
some agent to track the state of another agent with which a communication link exists. In
this sense, achieving synchronization requires to solve a tracking problem among connected
agents. Based on the modelling and autopilot design for fixed-wing UAVs presented in
Chapter 2, we will test the algorithm in the software-in-the-loop simulator and show the
capability of handling parametric uncertainty in the UAV structure (uncertain mass and
inertia) [47].

49
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The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: in Sect. 4.2 the problem will be introduced.
In Sect. 4.3, an algorithm for adaptive vector field path following is given, followed by
the proposed adaptive formation control method. Sect. 4.4 illustrates the approach with
software-in-the-loop simulation tests. Finally, in Sect. 4.5 some concluding remarks are
presented.

4.2. Problem formulation
A multi-UAV formation control system typically consists of a cooperative guidance system
and a cooperative control system. The cooperative control system aims to control the attitude
in the inner loop, and the cooperative guidance system is used to control the position in
the outer loop, where the output of the outer loop is used as the input of the inner loop.
Synchronization is achieved when the attitudes converge to a common value and the positions
converge to a common value (up to some formation gaps). Furthermore, synchronization
is added adaptive when it is achieved even in the presence of uncertain system dynamics
and/or uncertain environmental dynamics.

Given these challenges, this work is driven by the following research questions: how to
cope with parametric uncertainties (uncertain mass and inertia) in UAV dynamics? How to
account for the autopilot low-level control when testing path-following algorithms? How to
scale the path-following problem to teams of UAVs?

Let us start by formulating the problem. The main variables behind the formation control
law are collected in Table 4.1, and their explanation is given hereafter.

Table 4.1: Variables for adaptive formation control law.

Variable Description
Am ,Bm Reference dynamics
Kp ,Kv Reference gains

P Lyapunov matrix
Γ Adaptive gain

D̂i ,Ĉi , ĝi Estimated dynamics of U AVi

ΘDi ,ΘCi ,Θg i Estimated gains of U AViàDi D j i , áDi D j C j i Estimated dynamics between U AVi and U AV j

ΘDi D j ,ΘDi D j D j Estimated gains between U AVi and U AV j

4.2.1. Team of UAVs as a multi-agent system
In Section 2.1, we have introduced the UAV dynamics in the framework of Euler-Lagrange
dynamics. When we have multiple UAVs, we can consider that team as a multi-agent system
having dynamics as

Di (qi )q̈i +Ci (qi , q̇i )q̇i + gi (qi ) = τi , i = {1, ..., N } (4.1)

where qi is as in (2.9) where the subscript i ∈ {1, ..., N } uniquely identifies each agent in
the team of N UAVs, the term Di (qi )q̈i is proportional to the second derivatives of the
generalized coordinates, the term Ci (qi , q̇i )q̇i is the vector of centrifugal/Coriolis forces,
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proportional to the first derivatives of the generalized coordinates, the term gi (qi ) is the
vector of potential forces, and the term τi represents the external force applied to the system.
Throughout this work the following assumptions, standard in literature [70], will be adopted:

Assumption 4.2.1 The inertia matrix Di (qi ) is symmetric positive definite, and both Di (qi )
and D−1

i (qi ) are uniformly bounded.

Assumption 4.2.2 There is an independent control input for each degree of freedom of the
system.

Assumption 4.2.3 All the parameters of interest such as link masses, moments of inertia,
etc. appear in a linear-in-the parameter form, i.e. as coefficients of known functions of the
generalized coordinates.

Remark 4.2.1 For most EL agents of practical interest, like robotic manipulators and mo-
bile vehicles, Assumptions 4.2.1 and 4.2.3 hold [70]. Assumption 4.2.2 is clearly restrictive
and implies that the system is fully actuated, which is not always the case in practice. For
under-actuated EL systems, a control allocator should be put in place to transform the input
τi into the actual inputs to the system: this will introduce unmodeled dynamics, which can
be handled by modifying the proposed methodology in a robust adaptive sense [71]. While
this is a relevant practical aspect, in this chapter we focus for compactness on fully actuated
EL dynamics. Chapter 5 will be specifically focused on fixed-wing UAVs and address the
inevitable under-actuation.

4.2.2. Preliminaries on communication graphs
Most formation control algorithms are graph-based approaches. This means that the agents
are linked to each other via a communication graph that describes the allowed information
flow (cf. Figure 4.1). The graph is composed of nodes and directed edges (represented by
arrows). The nodes in the graph can be classified into three types:

• Path Planner Node: This node, typically indicated as node 0, decides the path for the
complete set of UAVs. The node does not receive information from any other node
(UAV) and also generates the dynamics to which all other nodes should synchronize.
Thus, the node is also called pinner node in some literature.

• Leader Node: Each leader node in the formation has access to the data from the pinner
node.

• Follower Nodes: Each follower node in the formation has only access to the data from
nodes other than the pinner node (e.g. the data from a leader or the data from another
follower).

The communication graph describing the allowed information flow between all the
nodes, pinner excluded, is completely defined by the pair G = (V ,E), where V = {1, ..., N } is
a finite non-empty set of nodes, and E ⊆ V ×V is a set of pairs of nodes, called edges. To
include the presence of the pinner in the network we define Ḡ = {V ,E ,T }, where T ⊆ V is
the set of those nodes, called target nodes, that receive information from the pinner. Let us
introduce the adjacency matrix A = [ai j ] ∈RN×N of a directed communication graph, which
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is defined as ai i = 0 and ai j = 1, if (i , j ) ∈ E , where i ̸= j . In addition, we define a vector,
the target vector M = [a j 0] ∈RN , to describe the directed communication of the pinner with
the target nodes. The target matrix is defined as a j 0 = 1 if j ∈ T and a j 0 = 0 otherwise.

Figure 4.1: Example of communication graph for UAV formation control.

Control Problem: Given a hierarchical network Ḡ of EL heterogeneous uncertain
UAVs, and a pinner with state (q0, q̇0), we want to find a distributed strategy for the inputs τi

that respects the communication graph, that does not require knowledge of the EL matrices,
and that leads to synchronization of the network, i.e. [qi , q̇i ] → [q0, q̇0] as t →∞ for every
UAV i .

4.3. Adaptive UAVs formation control law
4.3.1. Reference dynamics for leader/follower synchronization
Let us start by formulating some reference dynamics:

[
q̇0

q̈0

]
=

[
0 1

−Kp −Kv

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Am

[
q0

q̇0

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

xm

+
[

0
1

]
︸︷︷︸
Bm

r (4.2)

where q0, q̇0 ∈ Rn is the state of the reference model, Kp , Kv can be interpreted as the
proportional and derivative gains of a multivariable PD controller, and r = q̈d+Kv q̇d+Kp qd

is a control input.
If the guidance method in the path planner layer is based on a vector field approach, it

is clear that this does not ensure the dynamics to be as (4.2). Thus, the path planner layer
also needs to generate some reference dynamics to which all UAVs in the formation should
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synchronize. From (2.9), the EL dynamics of a UAV can be expressed as

Di (qi )q̈i +Ci (qi , q̇i )q̇i + gi (qi ) = τi (4.3)

On using an inverse dynamic based controller of the form in (4.4) we obtain the dynamics
as in (4.2) if

τi = Di (qi )ai +Ci (qi , q̇i )q̇i + gi (qi ) (4.4)

where the term ai is defined as

ai = q̈i
d −Kv ėi −Kp ei (4.5)

with ei = qi −qi
d .

Substituting (4.4) in (4.3), we obtain the error dynamics as

ëi +Kv ėi +Kp ei = 0 (4.6)

which can be re-written in state space form as,[
ėi

ëi

]
=

[
0 1

−Kp −Kv

][
ei

ėi

]
(4.7)

which is equivalent to (4.2) after some rearrangement. Since Kp , Kv are positive gains and
same for all UAVs, by construction the state matrix in (4.7) is Hurwitz. This implies as
t →∞, ei → 0 [72] i.e. qi → qi

d .
In the path planner node, we run the dynamics in (4.2) virtually with qi

d , q̇i
d ,and q̈i

d

as the inertial measurements (trajectories, velocities, and accelerations) of the path planner
UAV. By this method, the reference states xm will be in close match to the states of the path
planner UAV and have the dynamics in (4.2). The reference states xm are further transmitted
to the leader nodes for leader synchronization.

4.3.2. Adaptive synchronization of leader dynamics to reference dy-
namics

For easiness of presentation, let us now use the specific formation in Figure 4.2 (node 0 is
the pinner node with reference dynamics, nodes 1 and 2 are the leader nodes, nodes 3 and
4 are the follower node) to present the main design steps. The first step is to let leader node
1 synchronize to node 0, and likewise for leader node 2. Any leader dynamics in the form
(2.10) can be written in the state-space form[

q̇1

q̈1

]
=

[
0 1

0 −D−1
1 C1

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

A1

[
q1

q̇1

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

x1

+
[

0
−D−1

1 g1

]
+

[
0

D−1
1

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

B1

τ1 (4.8)

where the dependence of the matrices on q1, q̇1 will be omitted whenever obvious.
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Figure 4.2: Communication graph with V formation.

The main idea to synchronize the leader dynamics to the reference dynamics is to
formulate a nonlinear version of the model reference adaptive control method [73, 74], by
designing a controller to match the leader dynamics in state-space form like (4.8) to the
reference model dynamics (4.2). To this purpose, we propose a controller of the form

τ∗1 =
[

K̄ ∗′
1

¯̄K ∗′
1

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

K ∗′
1

[
q1

q̇1

]
+G∗′

1 +L∗′
1 r (4.9)

where the superscript * indicates an ideal controller whose gains possibly require the knowl-
edge of the system dynamics. The following proposition tells how to find such matching
gains.

Proposition 4.3.1 There exists an ideal control law in the form of (4.9) that matches the
leader dynamics in state-space form (4.8) to the reference model dynamics (4.2), and whose
control gains K̄ ∗

1 , ¯̄K ∗
1 ,L∗

1 , and G∗
1 are

K̄ ∗′
1 =−D1Kp L∗′

1 = D1

¯̄K ∗′
1 =−D1Kv +C1 G∗′

i = g1.
(4.10)
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Proof. By direct substitution of (4.9) into (4.8), we have the leader closed-loop dynamics[
q̇1

q̈1

]
=

[
0 1

D−1
1 K̄ ∗′

1 D−1
1 ( ¯̄K ∗′

1 −C1)

][
q1

q̇1

]
+

[
0

−D−1
1 (g1 −G∗′

1 )

]
+

[
0

D−1
1 L∗′

1

]
r. (4.11)

We see that Proposition 4.3.1 is verified for the ideal control law

τ∗1 =−D1Kp q1 −D1Kv q̇1 +C1q̇1 + g1 +D1r (4.12)

from which we derive the control gains in (4.10). This concludes the proof.
With reference to the formation given in Figure 4.2 (UAV 1 and UAV 2 are leader nodes),

we propose the controllers for these UAVs:

τ1 =Θ′
D1ξD1︸ ︷︷ ︸

D̂1

(−Kp q1 −Kv q̇1 + r )+Θ′
C 1ξC 1︸ ︷︷ ︸

Ĉ1

q̇1 +Θ′
g 1ξg 1︸ ︷︷ ︸

ĝ1

τ2 =Θ′
D2ξD2︸ ︷︷ ︸

D̂2

(−Kp q2 −Kv q̇2 + r )+Θ′
C 2ξC 2︸ ︷︷ ︸

Ĉ2

q̇2 +Θ′
g 2ξg 2︸ ︷︷ ︸

ĝ2

(4.13)

where the estimates D̂1, Ĉ1, ĝ1 and D̂2, Ĉ2, ĝ2 of the ideal matrices have been split in a
linear-in-the-parameter form (i.e. any dynamic term is split as Θ′ξ(q, q̇) for some unknown
parameter Θ and some known state-dependent regressor ξ(q, q̇)).

In fact, in view of Assumption 4.2.3, an appropriate linear-in-the-parameter form D1 =
Θ∗′

D1
ξD1 , C1 =Θ∗′

C1
ξC1 and g1 =Θ∗′

g1
ξg1 can always be found. A specific form of regressand

Θ and regressor ξ will be derived later in Sect. 4.4 for the example of UAVs. Let us define
the error e1 = x1 −xm , whose dynamics are

ė1 = Ame1 +B1( ˜̄K ′
1q1 + ˜̄̄

K ′
1q̇1 +G̃ ′

1 + L̃′
1r )

= Ame1 +B1(Θ̃′
D1
ξD1 (−Kp q1 −Kv q̇1 + r )+ Θ̃′

C1
ξC1 q̇1 + Θ̃′

g1
ξg1 )

(4.14)

where ˜̄K1 = K̄1 − K̄ ∗
1 , ˜̄̄

K1 = ¯̄K1 − ¯̄K ∗
1 , L̃1 = L1 −L∗

1 , Θ̃D1 =ΘD1 −Θ∗
D1

, Θ̃C1 =ΘC1 −Θ∗
C1

, and
Θ̃g1 = Θg1 −Θ∗

g1
. The following theorem provides the synchronization result between the

leader and the reference model1.

Theorem 4.3.1 Consider the reference model (4.2), the unknown leader dynamics (4.8),
and controller (4.13). Under the assumption that a matrix S1 exists such that

L∗
1 S1 = S′

1L∗′
1 > 0 (4.15)

then, the adaptive laws for UAV 1

Θ̇′
D1

=−S1B ′
mPe1(−Kp q1 −Kv q̇1 + r )′ξ′D1

Θ̇′
C1

=−S1B ′
mPe1q̇ ′

1ξ
′
C1

Θ̇′
g1

=−S1B ′
mPe1ξ

′
g1

(4.16)

1From here till the end of the chapter we assume for simplicity the inertia matrix to be constant. This is done
to make the presentation consistent with the well-known methods of multivariable adaptive control [75]. Most
EL systems in body coordinates have a constant inertia matrix (cf. Sect. 4.4). For coordinate-dependent inertia
matrices, the inverse of the estimated matrix should be included in the regressors, cf. [70, Sect. 3.2].
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where P = P ′ > 0 is such that

PAm + A′
mP =−Q, Q > 0 (4.17)

guarantee synchronization of the leader dynamics (4.8) to the reference model (4.2), i.e.
e1 → 0.

With reference to Figure 4.2, the control law of UAV 2 is similar as UAV 1.
Proof. To analytically show the asymptotic convergence of the synchronization error be-
tween the leader and the reference model, let us introduce the following Lyapunov function:

V1(e1,Θ̃D1 ,Θ̃C1 ,Θ̃g1 ) = e ′1Pe1 + tr(Θ̃′
D1

S−1
1 L∗−1

1 Θ̃D1 )

+ tr(Θ̃′
C1

S−1
1 L∗−1

1 Θ̃C1 )+ tr(Θ̃′
g1

S−1
1 L∗−1

1 Θ̃g1 ).
(4.18)

Then it is possible to verify that

V̇1(e1,Θ̃D1 ,Θ̃C1 ,Θ̃g1 ) = e ′1(PAm + A′
mP )e1 +2e ′1PB1(Θ̃′

D1
ξD1 (−Kp q1 −Kv q̇1 + r )

+ Θ̃′
C1
ξC1 q̇1 + Θ̃′

g1
ξg1 )+2tr(Θ̃′

D1
S−1

1 L∗−1
1

˙̃ΘD1 )

+2tr(Θ̃′
C1

S−1
1 L∗−1

1
˙̃ΘC1 )+2tr(Θ̃′

g1
S−1

1 L∗−1
1 Θ̃g1 )

=−e ′1Qe1 +2tr(Θ̃′
D1

L∗−1
1 (B′

mPe1(−Kpq1 −Kvq̇1 + r)′ξ′D1
+S−1

1
˙̃ΘD1 ))

+2tr(Θ̃′
C1

L∗−1
1 (B′

mPe1q̇′
1ξ

′
C1

+S−1
1

˙̃ΘC1 ))

+2tr(Θ̃′
g1

L∗−1
1 (B′

mPe1ξ
′
g1
+S−1

1
˙̃Θg1 ))

=−e ′1Qe1.
(4.19)

Here we used the property a′b = tr(b′a). From (4.19), we deduce that V1 has a finite limit,
so e1,Θ̃D1 ,Θ̃C1 ,Θ̃g1 ∈ L∞. Because e1 = x1 −xm ∈ L∞ and xm ∈ L∞, we have x1 ∈ L∞. This
implies that x1,Θ̃D1 ,Θ̃C1 ,Θ̃g1 ∈ L∞. Consequently, we can deduce that τ1 ∈ L∞. Therefore,
all signals in the closed-loop systems are bounded. From (4.19), we can establish that V1

has a bounded integral, so that we have e1 ∈ L2. Then by using Θ̃D1 ,Θ̃C1 ,Θ̃g1 ,e1 ∈ L∞, we
have ė1 ∈ L∞. This concludes the proof of the boundedness of all closed-loop signal and
convergence e1 → 0 as t →∞.

Remark 4.3.1 Condition (4.15) is inspired by the well-known condition of multivariable
MRAC [75]: even though such condition might sound restrictive because it involves a
possibly unknown matrix L∗

1 , it can be easily satisfied in most EL systems of practical
interests. In fact, in most EL systems like robotic manipulators and mobile robots, the
matrix Di is symmetric in view of some symmetrical geometry of the robot: this implies that
L∗

i , even if unknown, is symmetric. Therefore, (4.15) is satisfied by simply selecting Si = γI ,
for any positive scalar γ.

With reference to Figure 4.2, the dynamics of any follower (UAV 3 and 4) in the form
(2.10) can be written in the state-space form[

q̇3

q̈3

]
=

[
0 1

0 −D−1
3 C3

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

A3

[
q3

q̇3

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

x3

+
[

0
−D−1

3 g3

]
+

[
0

D−1
3

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

B3

τ3. (4.20)
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We aim to find a matching controller for agent 3 and 4: however, since the reference
model signals are not available to this agent, we assume the dynamics of the neighboring
agent 1 and 2 to act as a reference model. Let us propose the following controller for UAV
3 to match the follower dynamics based on (4.20) to the dynamics of leader UAV 1 based
on (4.8)

τ∗3 =
[

K̄ ∗′
31

¯̄K ∗′
31

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

K ∗′
31

[
q1

q̇1

]
+

[
K̄ ∗′

3
¯̄K ∗′

3

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

K ∗′
3

[
q3 −q1

q̇3 − q̇1

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

e31

+G∗′
3 +L∗′

31τ1.
(4.21)

The following proposition explains how to find the matching control gains in (4.21).

Proposition 4.3.2 There exists an ideal control law in the form (4.21) that matches the
follower dynamics (4.20) to the leader dynamics (4.8), and whose gains K̄ ∗

3 , ¯̄K ∗
3 , K̄ ∗

31, ¯̄K ∗
31,L∗

31,
and G∗

3 are

K̄ ∗′
3 =−D3Kp K̄ ∗′

31 = 0 G∗′
3 = g3

¯̄K ∗′
3 =−D3Kv +C3

¯̄K ∗′
31 =C3 −D3D−1

1 C1 L∗′
31 = D3D−1

1 .
(4.22)

Proof. By direct substitution of (4.21) into (4.20), we have the leader closed-loop dynamics[
q̇3

q̈3

]
=

[
0 1

D−1
3 K̄ ∗′

3 D−1
3 ( ¯̄K ∗′

3 −C3)

][
q3

q̇3

]
+

[
0 0

D−1
3 (K̄ ∗′

31 − K̄ ∗′
3 ) D−1

3 ( ¯̄K ∗′
31 − ¯̄K ∗′

3 )

][
q1

q̇1

]
+

[
0

−D−1
3 (−g3 +G∗′

3 )

]
+

[
0

D−1
3 L∗′

31

]
τ1

(4.23)

from which we see that matching is achieved for the ideal control law

τ∗3 =C3q̇1 −D3D−1
1 C1q̇1 −D3Kp ē31 −D3Kv ¯̄e31 +C3 ¯̄e31 + g3 +D3D−1

1 τ1

=C3q̇3 +D3D−1
1 τ1 −D3D−1

1 C1q̇1 −D3(Kp ē31 +Kv ¯̄e31)+ g3
(4.24)

where we have defined ē31 = q3 −q1, ¯̄e31 = q̇3 − q̇1. From (4.24) we find the control gains
(4.22). This concludes the proof.

Remark 4.3.2 Differently from Proposition 4.3.1, which gives us matching conditions be-
tween an agent and the reference model dynamics, Proposition 4.3.2 gives us matching
conditions among neighboring agent. In fact, it is easy to show how (4.24) implies the
existence of coupling gains K̄ ∗′

31, ¯̄K ∗′
31,L∗′

31 satisfying

K̄ ∗′
31 = K̄ ∗′

3 −L∗′
31K̄ ∗′

1

¯̄K ∗′
31 = ¯̄K ∗′

3 −L′
31

¯̄K ∗′
1

L∗′
31 = L∗′

3 (L∗′
1 )−1

(4.25)

where L∗
3 = D3. Therefore, Proposition 4.3.2 can be interpreted as a distributed matching

condition among neighboring agents.
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As the system matrices in (4.20) are unknown, the control (4.24) cannot be implemented,
and the synchronization task has to be achieved adaptively. Then, inspired by the ideal
controller (4.24), we propose the controller

τ3 =−Θ′
D3
ξD3︸ ︷︷ ︸

D̂3

(Kp ē31 +Kv ¯̄e31)+Θ′
C3
ξC3︸ ︷︷ ︸

Ĉ3

q̇3 +Θ′
D3D1

ξD3D1︸ ︷︷ ︸�D3D1

τ1 −Θ′
D3D1C1

ξD3D1C1︸ ︷︷ ︸áD3D1C1

q̇1 +Θ′
g3
ξg3︸ ︷︷ ︸

ĝ3

(4.26)

where the estimates D̂3, Ĉ3, �D3D1, áD3D1C1, ĝ3 of the ideal matrices have been split in
a linear-in-the-parameter form, in view of Assumption 4.2.3. In fact, Assumption 4.2.3
guarantees D3 =Θ∗′

D3
ξD3 , C3 =Θ∗′

C3
ξC3 , g3 =Θ∗′

g3
ξg3 , D3D1 =Θ∗′

D3D1
ξD3D1 and D3D1C1 =

Θ∗′
D3D1C1

ξD3D1C1 : again, a specific form of regressand Θ and regressor ξ will be revealed in
Sect. 4.4 for the example of UAV. Let us define the error e31 = x3 −x1, whose dynamics are

ė31 = Ame31 +B3(K̃3
′
e31 + ˜K31

′
x1 + L̃′

31τ1 +G̃ ′
3)

= Ame31 +B3( ˜̄K ′
3ē31 + ˜̄̄

K ′
3

¯̄e31 + ˜̄K ′
31q1 + ˜̄̄

K ′
31q̇1 + L̃′

31τ1 +G̃ ′
3)

= Ame31 +B3(Θ̃′
C3
ξC3 q̇3 + Θ̃′

D3D1
ξD3D1τ1 − Θ̃′

D3D1C1
ξD3D1C1 q̇1

− Θ̃′
D3
ξD3 (Kp ē31 +Kv ¯̄e31)+ Θ̃′

g3
ξg3 )

(4.27)

where K̃3 = K3 −K ∗
3 , K̃31 = K31 −K ∗

31, L̃31 = L31 −L∗
31, Θ̃D3 =ΘD3 −Θ∗

D3
, Θ̃C3 =ΘC3 −Θ∗

C3
,

Θ̃g3 =Θg3 −Θ∗
g3

, Θ̃D3D1 =ΘD3D1 −Θ∗
D3D1

and Θ̃D3D1C1 =ΘD3D1C1 −Θ∗
D3D1C1

. The following
theorem provides the follower-leader synchronization.

Theorem 4.3.2 Consider the reference model (4.2), the unknown leader dynamics (4.8),
the unknown follower dynamics (4.20), and controller (4.26). Provided that there exists a
matrix S3 such that

L∗
3 S3 = S′

3L∗′
3 > 0 (4.28)

then, the adaptive laws

Θ̇′
C3

=−S3B ′
mPe31q̇ ′

3ξ
′
C3

Θ̇′
D3

= S3B ′
mPe31(Kp ē31 +Kv ¯̄e31)′ξ′D3

Θ̇′
D3D1

=−S3B ′
mPe31τ

′
1ξ

′
D3D1

Θ̇′
g3

=−S3B ′
mPe31ξ

′
g3

Θ̇′
D3D1C1

= S3B ′
mPe31q̇ ′

1ξ
′
D3D1C1

(4.29)

where P = P ′ > 0 is such that (4.17) holds, guarantee synchronization of the follower
dynamics (4.20) to the leader dynamics (4.8), i.e. e31 → 0.

With reference to Figure 4.2, the control law of UAV 4 is similar as UAV 3.
Proof. To analytically show the asymptotic convergence of the synchronization error
between the follower and the leader, let us introduce the following Lyapunov function

V3(e31,Θ̃C3 ,Θ̃D3D1 ,Θ̃D3D1C1 ,Θ̃D3 ,Θ̃g3 ) =
e ′31Pe31 + tc(Θ̃′

C3
S−1

3 L∗−1
3 Θ̃C3 )+ tr(Θ̃′

D3D1
S−1

3 L∗−1
3 Θ̃D3D1 )+

tr(Θ̃′
D3D1C1

S−1
3 L∗−1

3 Θ̃D3D1C1 )+ tr(Θ̃′
D3

S−1
3 L∗−1

3 Θ̃D3 )+
tr(Θ̃′

g3
S−1

3 L∗−1
3 Θ̃g3 ).

(4.30)
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Then it is possible to verify that

V̇3 =−e ′31Qe31 +3e ′31PB3(Θ̃′
C3
ξC3 q̇3 + Θ̃′

D3D1
ξD3D1τ1 − Θ̃′

D3D1C1
ξD3D1C1 q̇1

− Θ̃′
D3
ξD3 (Kp ē31 +Kv ¯̄e31)+ Θ̃′

g3
ξg3 )+3tr(Θ̃′

C3
S−1

3 L∗−1
3

˙̃ΘC3 )

+2tr(Θ̃′
D3D1

S−1
3 L∗−1

3
˙̃ΘD3D1 )+2tr(Θ̃′

D3D1C1
S−1

3 L∗−1
3

˙̃ΘD3D1C1 )

+2tr(Θ̃′
D3

S−1
3 L∗−1

3
˙̃ΘD3 )+2tr(Θ̃′

g3
S−1

3 L∗−1
3

˙̃Θg3 )

=−e ′31Qe31 +2tr(Θ̃′
C3

L∗−1
3 (B′

mPe31q̇′
3ξ

′
C3

+S−1
3

˙̃ΘC3 ))

+2tr(Θ̃′
D3D1

L∗−1
3 (B′

mPe31τ
′
1ξ

′
D3D1

+S−1
3

˙̃ΘD3D1 ))

−2tr(Θ̃′
D3D1C1

L∗−1
3 (B′

mPe31q̇′
1ξ

′
D3D1C1

+S−1
3

˙̃ΘD3D1C1 ))

−2tr(Θ̃′
D3

L∗−1
3 (B′

mPe31(Kpē31 +Kv ¯̄e31)′ξ′D3
+S−1

3
˙̃ΘD3 ))

+2tr(Θ̃′
g3

L∗−1
3 (B′

mPe31ξ
′
g3
+S−1

3
˙̃Θg3 ))

=−e ′31Qe31.

(4.31)

Following similar steps as in the proof of Theorem 4.3.1, from (4.31) we deduce that V3

has a finite limit, so e3, Θ̃C3 , Θ̃D3D1 , Θ̃D3D1C1 , Θ̃D3 , Θ̃g3 ∈ L∞. Because e31 = x3 − x1 ∈ L∞
and x1 ∈ L∞, we have x3 ∈ L∞. This implies that x3, Θ̃C3 , Θ̃D3D1 , Θ̃D3D1C1 , Θ̃D3 , Θ̃g3 ∈ L∞.
Consequently, we can deduce τ3 ∈ L∞. Therefore, all signals in the closed-loop systems are
bounded. From (4.31), we can establish that V3 has a bounded integral, so that we have
e31 ∈ L3. Then by using Θ̃C3 , Θ̃D3D1 , Θ̃D3D1C1 , Θ̃D3 , Θ̃g3 ,e31 ∈ L∞, we have ė31 ∈ L∞. This
concludes the proof of the boundedness of all closed-loop signal and convergence e31 → 0
as t →∞.

Remark 4.3.3 In line with Assumptions 4.2.3, the distributed gains in (4.23) should be
written in the linear-in-the parameter form: this in general requires some reparametrization
or overparameterization (e.g. collecting two or more parameters in a new parameter to be
estimated), as shown in the UAV case of Sect. 4.4.

Remark 4.3.4 The benefit of the adaptive law is to allow all UAVs to homogenize to the
same dynamics, by adapting the control action to compensate for different mass and inertia.
In fact, it is well known in formation control literature that homogeneous dynamics are a
crucial feature in order to achieve proper coordinated motion [76, 77].

The proposed algorithm has been illustrated for the formation in Figure 4.2, but it can
also be implemented with a different number of leaders and followers: Figure 4.3 shows the
communication graph for the Y formation. For such Y formation (3 leaders and 1 follower),
the following controller can be proposed:

τ1 = D̂1(−Kp q1 −Kv q̇1 + r )+ Ĉ1q̇1 + ĝ1

τ2 = D̂2(−Kp q2 −Kv q̇2 + r )+ Ĉ2q̇2 + ĝ2

τ3 = D̂3(−Kp q3 −Kv q̇3 + r )+ Ĉ3q̇3 + ĝ3

τ4 =−D̂4[Kp (q4 −q3)+Kv (q̇4 − q̇3)]+ Ĉ4q̇4 + �D4D3τ3 − áD4D3C3q̇3 + ĝ4 (4.32)
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Figure 4.3: Communication graph with Y formation.

with adaptive laws

Θ̇′
C 1 =−ΓB ′

mP e1 q̇1
′ξ′C 1

Θ̇′
g 1 =−ΓB ′

mP e1 ξ
′
g 1

Θ̇′
D1 =−ΓB ′

m P e1 (−Kp q1 −Kv q̇1 + r )′ξ′D1

Θ̇′
C 2 =−ΓB ′

mP e2 q̇2
′ξ′C 2

Θ̇′
g 2 =−ΓB ′

mP e2 ξ
′
g 2

Θ̇′
D2 =−ΓB ′

mP e2 (−Kp q2 −Kv q̇2 + r )′ξ′D2

Θ̇′
C 3 =−ΓB ′

mP e3 q̇3
′ξ′C 3

Θ̇′
g 3 =−ΓB ′

mP e3 ξ
′
g 3

Θ̇′
D3 =−ΓB ′

mP e3 (−Kp q3 −Kv q̇3 + r )′ξ′D3

Θ̇′
D4D3

=−ΓB ′
m P e34 τ

′
3 ξ

′
D4D3

Θ̇′
D4D3C3

=−ΓB ′
m P e34 q̇ ′

3 ξ
′
D4D3C3

Θ̇′
C4

=−ΓB ′
m P e34 q̇ ′

4 ξ
′
C4

Θ̇′
g4

=−ΓB ′
m P e34 ξ

′
g4

Θ̇′
D4 =−Γ B ′

m P e34
[
Kp (q4 −q3)+Kv (q̇4 − q̇3)′ξ′D4D3

]
. (4.33)
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Figure 4.4: Communication graph with T formation.

In other words, the structure of the controller is suitable for many formations: clearly,
because each UAVs has different neighbors according to the formation, the signals used to
implement the control action will be different.

Another typical formation shape is the inverted T formation as in Figure 4.4 (1 leader
and 3 followers). For such T formation, the following controller can be proposed:

τ1 = D̂1(−Kp q1 −Kv q̇1 + r )+ Ĉ1q̇1 + ĝ1

τ2 =−D̂2[Kp (q2 −q1)+Kv (q̇2 − q̇1)]+ Ĉ2q̇2 + �D2D1τ1 − áD2D1C1q̇1 + ĝ2

τ3 =−D̂3[Kp (q3 −q1)+Kv (q̇3 − q̇1)]+ Ĉ3q̇3 + �D3D1τ1 − áD3D1C1q̇1 + ĝ3

τ4 =−D̂4[Kp (q4 −q1)+Kv (q̇4 − q̇1)]+ Ĉ4q̇4 + �D4D1τ1 − áD4D1C1q̇1 + ĝ4 (4.34)
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with adaptive laws

Θ̇′
C 1 =−ΓB ′

mP e1 q̇1
′ξ′C 1

Θ̇′
g 1 =−ΓB ′

mP e1 ξ
′
g 1

Θ̇′
D1 =−ΓB ′

m P e1 (−Kp q1 −Kv q̇1 + r )′ξ′D1

Θ̇′
D2D1

=−ΓB ′
m P e12 τ

′
1 ξ

′
D2D1

Θ̇′
D2D1C1

=−ΓB ′
m P e12 q̇ ′

1 ξ
′
D2D1C1

Θ̇′
C2

=−ΓB ′
m P e12 q̇ ′

2 ξ
′
C2

Θ̇′
g2

=−ΓB ′
m P e12 ξ

′
g2

Θ̇′
D2 =−Γ B ′

m P e12
[
Kp (q2 −q1)+Kv (q̇2 − q̇1)′ξ′D2D1

]
(4.35)

Θ̇′
D3D1

=−ΓB ′
m P e13 τ

′
1 ξ

′
D3D1

Θ̇′
D3D1C1

=−ΓB ′
m P e13 q̇ ′

1 ξ
′
D3D1C1

Θ̇′
C3

=−ΓB ′
m P e13 q̇ ′

3 ξ
′
C3

Θ̇′
g3

=−ΓB ′
m P e13 ξ

′
g3

Θ̇′
D3 =−Γ B ′

m P e13
[
Kp (q3 −q1)+Kv (q̇3 − q̇1)′ξ′D3D1

]
(4.36)

Θ̇′
D4D1

=−ΓB ′
m P e14 τ

′
1 ξ

′
D4D1

Θ̇′
D4D1C1

=−ΓB ′
m P e14 q̇ ′

1 ξ
′
D4D1C1

Θ̇′
C4

=−ΓB ′
m P e14 q̇ ′

4 ξ
′
C4

Θ̇′
g4

=−ΓB ′
m P e14 ξ

′
g4

Θ̇′
D4 =−Γ B ′

m P e14
[
Kp (q4 −q1)+Kv (q̇4 − q̇1)′ξ′D4D1

]
. (4.37)

Remark 4.3.5 The proposed methodology has been presented for specific formations, but
it can be extended to any formation with a communication graph that contains a directed
acyclic graph, i.e. with a topological ordering. Notice that the presented V, Y and T
formations are all directed acyclic graphs. It is not needed that every follower is directly
connected to the leader, but it is needed that there exists a possibly multi-hop path that
connects each follower to the leader. It is acknowledged that, the proposed method does
not directly address issues such as collision avoidance and string stability, which are of
practical concern but are often studied using different methods than standard formation
control methods. For example, studying collision avoidance requires to include potential
fields in the control law, whereas studying string stability requires to study the propagation
of disturbances along the formation. These topics provide a motivation for future work.

4.4. Simulation results
In order to implement the control laws more explicitly, let us derive the control law in the
form (4.13) for a UAV indicated by subscript i , and with dynamics as in (2.9): it is possible
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to show that the linear-in-the-parameter forms for Di , Ci , gi are

Θ∗
Di

=



mi 0 0 0 0 0
0 mi 0 0 0 0
0 0 mi 0 0 0
0 0 0 Ixi 0 −Ixzi

0 0 0 0 Iyi 0
0 0 0 −Ixzi 0 Izi

 ξDi =



1 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1



Θ∗′
Ci

=



mi 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 mi 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 mi 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 Ixi 0 0 Iyi 0 0 Izi

0 0 Ixzi 0 0
0 0 0 0 Ixi 0 0 Iyi 0 0

Izi 0 0 Ixzi 0
0 0 0 0 0 Ixi 0 0 Iyi 0
0 Izi 0 0 Ixzi



ξ′Ci
=



0 r̄i −q̄i 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0

−r̄i 0 p̄i 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
q̄i −p̄i 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 q̄i 0

−r̄i 0 0 p̄i 0
0 0 0 0 0 −p̄i 0 0 0 r̄i

0 0 −p̄i 0 r̄i

0 0 0 0 p̄i 0 −q̄i 0 0 0
0 0 0 −r̄i 0



Θ∗′
gi
=



0
0

mi

0
0
0

 ξg i = g .

(4.38)
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Table 4.2: Fixed-wing UAVs parameters

Mass (kg) Moment of Inertia (kgm2)
UAV-0 (Pinner) 10 Ix = 0.02, Iy = 0.026

Iz = 0.053, Ixz = 0.01
UAV-1 (Leader 1) 20 Ix = 0.1, Iy = 0.05

Iz = 0.1, Ixz = 0.01
UAV-2 (Follower 1) 30 Ix = 0.2, Iy = 0.1

Iz = 0.2, Ixz = 0.02
UAV-3 (Leader 2) 40 Ix = 0.4, Iy = 0.02

Iz = 0.4, Ixz = 0.04
UAV-4 (Follower 2) 50 Ix = 0.8, Iy = 0.04

Iz = 0.08, Ixz = 0.08

Next, we derive the control law in the form (4.26), for two neighboring UAVs, indicated
by the subscripts i and j : it is not difficult to show that the linear-in-the-parameter forms of
D j Di and D j Di Ci are

Θ∗
D j Di

=



m j

mi
0 0 0 0 0

0
m j

mi
0 0 0 0

0 0
m j

mi
0 0 0

0 0 0 − Izi Ix j Ixz j

Ixi Izi −Ixzi Ixzi
0

Ixzi Ix j Ixz j

Ixi Izi −Ixzi Ixzi

0 0 0 0
Iy j

Iyi
0

Ixi 0 0 0
Ixzi Ixz j Iz j

Ixi Izi −Ixzi Ixzi
0 − Ixi Ixz j Iz j

Ixi Izi −I Ixzi Ixzi



ξD j Di =



1 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1



(4.39)
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Θ∗
D j Di Ci

=



m j 0 0 0 0 0
0 m j 0 0 0 0
0 0 m j 0 0 0
0 0 0 Γ1 0 0
0 0 0 0 Γ1 0
0 0 0 0 0 Γ1

0 0 0 Γ2 0 0
0 0 0 0 Γ2 0
0 0 0 0 0 Γ2

0 0 0 Γ3 0 0
0 0 0 0 Γ3 0
0 0 0 0 0 Γ3

0 0 0 Γ4 0 0
0 0 0 0 Γ4 0
0 0 0 0 0 Γ4

0 0 0 Γ5 0 0
0 0 0 0 Γ5 0
0 0 0 0 0 Γ5

0 0 0 Γ6 0 0
0 0 0 0 Γ6 0
0 0 0 0 0 Γ6

0 0 0 Γ7 0 0
0 0 0 0 Γ7 0
0 0 0 0 0 Γ7

0 0 0 Γ8 0 0
0 0 0 0 Γ8 0
0 0 0 0 0 Γ8

0 0 0 Γ9 0 0
0 0 0 0 Γ9 0
0 0 0 0 0 Γ9

0 0 0 Γ10 0 0
0 0 0 0 Γ10 0
0 0 0 0 0 Γ10

0 0 0 Γ11 0 0
0 0 0 0 Γ11 0
0 0 0 0 0 Γ11

0 0 0 Γ12 0 0
0 0 0 0 Γ12 0
0 0 0 0 0 Γ12



ξD j Di Ci =



0 −r̄i q̄i 0 0 0
r̄i 0 −p̄i 0 0 0
−q̄i p̄i 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 −q̄i 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 −r̄i 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 p̄i 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 q̄i 0 0
0 0 0 0 r̄i 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 −p̄i 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 r̄i 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 −p̄i 0
0 0 0 0 0 −q̄i

0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 −r̄i

0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 p̄i

0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 q̄i


(4.40)
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where

D j D−1
i =



m j

mi
0 0 0 0 0

0
m j

mi
0 0 0 0

0 0
m j

mi
0 0 0

0 0 0 − Izi Ix j Ixz j

Ixi Izi −Ixzi Ixzi
0

Ixzi Ix j Ixz j

Ixi Izi −Ixzi Ixzi

0 0 0 0
Iy j

Iyi
0

0 0 0
Ixzi Ixz j Iz j

Ixi Izi −Ixzi Ixzi
0 − Ixi Ixz j Iz j

Ixi Izi −Ixzi Ixzi


(4.41)

D j D−1
i Ci =



0 −m j r̄i m j q̄i 0 0 0
m j r̄i 0 −m j p̄i 0 0 0
−m j q̄i m j p̄i 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 q̄iΓ1 r̄iΓ5 − p̄iΓ6 −q̄iΓ9

0 0 0 −r̄iΓ2 + p̄iΓ3 0 −r̄iΓ10 + p̄iΓ11

0 0 0 q̄iΓ4 r̄iΓ7 − p̄iΓ8 q̄iΓ12


(4.42)

Γ1 =
Iyi (Ixz j Ixi − Ixzi Ix j )

I 2
xzi

− Ixi Izi

Γ7 =
(Ixz j Ixzi − Ixi Iz j )Ixzi − (Iz j Ixzi − Izi Ixz j )Izi

I 2
xzi

− Ixi Izi

Γ2 =
Iy j Izi

Iyi

Γ8 =
(Ixz j Izi − Ixi Iz j )Ixi − (Iz j Ixzi − Izi Ixz j )Ixzi

I 2
xzi

− Ixi Izi

Γ3 =
Iy j Ixzi

Iyi

Γ9 =
Iyi (Ixz j Ixzi − Izi Ix j )

I 2
xzi

− Ixi Izi

Γ4 =
Iyi (Ixz j Ixzi − Ixi Iz j )

I 2
xzi

− Ixi Izi

Γ10 =
Iy j Ixzi

Iyi

Γ5 =
(Ixz j Ixi − Ixzi Ix j )Ixzi + (Ixz j Ixzi − Izi Ix j )Izi

I 2
xzi

− Ixi Izi

Γ11 =
Iy j Ixi

Iyi

Γ6 =
(Ixz j Ixi − Ixzi Ix j )Ixi + (Ixz j Ixzi − Izi Ix j )Ixzi

I 2
xzi

− Ixi Izi

Γ12 =
Iyi (Iz j Ixzi − Izi Ixz j )

I 2
xzi

− Ixi Izi

.

(4.43)

In the simulations we will consider the following parameters: constant airspeed Va = 15
m/s, constant altitude hm = 50 m. The control parameters of the vector field approach
are κsl = κo = π

2 , ksl = ko = 0.1, ϵsl = ϵo = 1, while the control parameters of the adaptive
formation algorithm are

Q = 1001, Kp = 50, Kv = 50, Si = 100 (4.44)

In line with most UAV path generation approaches, the path is composed of straight-lines
and orbits. For these simulations we take a path consisting of a straight-line followed by an
orbit.
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Figure 4.5: Path following with V formation. The UAVs in the formation follow a line and then orbit around a
point.

Figure 4.5 shows the result of the simulations for an inverted V formation as in Figure
4.2. It can be noted that the formation control task is achieved despite uncertainty, which
demonstrates the effectiveness of the proposed formation control method.

Figure 4.6 shows the result of the simulations for a Y formation (3 leaders and 1 follower),
while Figure 4.7 shows the result of the simulations for an inverted T formation (1 leader
and 3 followers) with control law.

Finally, we would like to highlight the relevance of embedding adaptation in formation
control by showing what happens in the absence of such adaptation. To this purpose, we
set up another simulation with an inverted V formation in which two UAVs (Leader 2 and
Follower 2) adopt the adaptive algorithm, whereas the other two (Leader 1 and Follower
1) do not employ adaptation. This means that their control gains are kept fixed without
adapting to different masses/inertias. Figure 4.8 shows the result of such simulation: it can
be seen that the two UAVs not employing adaptation cannot close the gap with respect to
their predecessor and they eventually leave the formation. It can be noted from Table 4.2
that the masses of the UAVs vary of a factor 5, whereas the inertias vary with a factor 10:
it is remarkable that a unique algorithm can adapt to such heterogeneity. In the absence
of such adaptation, it might be difficult to find a formation control strategy that can work
for any inertia and any mass. Therefore, the proposed simulations show the capability of
achieving different UAV formations while handling uncertain masses and inertias.
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Figure 4.6: Path following with Y formation. The UAVs in the formation follow a line and then orbit around a
point.
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Figure 4.7: Path following with T formation. The UAVs in the formation follow a line and then orbit around a
point.
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Figure 4.8: Unsuccessful path following in the absence of adaptation. Leader 2 and Follower 2, employing the
adaptive algorithm, manage to achieve their part of the formation, while Leader 1 and Follower 1, which do not

employ adaptation, leave the formation.

4.5. Summary
The chapter has discussed the possibility to synchronize fixed-wing UAVs formation with
Euler-Lagrange dynamics, in the presence of parametric uncertainties represented by un-
certain mass and inertia. The formation control problem was defined as a synchronization
problem where a distributed model reference adaptive control was used to synchronize the
Euler-Lagrange systems. The idea behind the proposed adaptive algorithm was to make
each agent converge to the model defined by its neighbors. The presence of uncertainty was
handled first by showing that distributed nonlinear matching gains exist between neighbor-
ing agents, and then by developing adaptive laws to estimate these gains. The stability of
the proposed controlled was derived analytically by introducing an appropriately defined
distributed Lyapunov function. The effectiveness of the proposed methodology has been
verified via simulation of fixed-wing UAVs in MATLAB environments.





5
A fixed-wing UAV formation
algorithm based on vector

field guidance

5.1. Introduction
The problem of UAV guidance has been examined in the literature from different points
of view and recent surveys include [6, 78, 79]. However, despite the progress in guidance
for fixed-wing UAVs, up to now there are still limited or no established guidance tools
for achieving formation tasks. To support this observation, notice that despite the several
commercial or open-source autopilot suites developed for single UAVs (ArduPilot, PX4, DJI,
NAVIO2, AscTec Trinity, etc.) none of them yet provides formation control functionalities.
For a single fixed-wing UAV, the vector field method has become a well-established method
for guidance towards a desired path. As discussed in Chapters 2 and 3, the vector field
idea is based on generating a field of desired course inputs that become the reference
input to the inner-loop attitude control laws. Extensions to the vector field idea include
tracking targets [31], tracking general curved paths [80], tackling unmodeled course angle
dynamics [48], or removing singularities in the vector field that prevent to achieve global
convergence [81].

Motivated by these and other advances, the vector field method has gained popularity
and studies have been made to extend it towards formation tasks: examples include circular
formations with constant speed [82] or, when the velocity can be controlled, a non-uniform
vector field whose vectors have different directions and magnitudes [83]. In this sense,
the vector field method offers an alternative to formation-keeping methods based on PID
control [84], inverse optimal control [85], Nash equilibrium [86, 87], model predictive
control [88, 89], or consensus-based formation control [90–93]. It is worth mentioning
that, while the vector field method has been originally developed for fixed-wing UAVs,
not all the alternative methods are directly applicable to fixed-wing UAVs: consensus- and
Nash equilibrium-based methods have been studied mostly for quadrotors [94] or for vertical
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takeoff and landing UAVs [95]; methods based on inverse optimal control or model predictive
control require a different architecture than the established open-source architectures of many
autopilot suites (e.g. ArduPilot, PX4, NAVIO2).

Vector-field-based formation control offers the appealing possibility of being integrated
with autopilot suites for fixed-wing UAVs, which may be not straightforward with other ap-
proaches. For example, formation control laws based on the consensus approach (including
the one presented in Chapter 4 of this thesis) are designed to deliver forces and torques (to
affect velocities and angular rates). This is due to the fact that the dynamics of the UAV are
derived from Newton’s law as double integrators or similar fully-actuated dynamics (this
approach is used for quadrotors [96–98] and sometimes also for fixed-wing UAVs [99]).
However, the typical control architecture of most of the aforementioned autopilot software
suites is the successive loop closure, where inner loops are used to provide thrust and actu-
ator deflections, while the guidance law (outer loop) is in charge of providing desired the
velocity and the desired course [16, 100]. In some cases, the guidance law provides the
velocity and the angular rate [101].

The approach that we take in this chapter is to consider that the autopilot is synthesized
according to the successive loop closure architecture: this is in line with standard literature
[102, 103] and standard books [16]. We propose a non-uniform vector field that changes in
both magnitude and direction: the main contributions of this Chapter as compared to related
work are:

• Recent literature has proposed the use of backstepping control to implement the vector
field for formation tasks [102, 103]: however, with this method an assumption on the
absence of wind is required (see next item). In this chapter, in place of backstepping,
we adopt a philosophy that is closer to the originally proposed vector field approach,
which relies on a sliding mode control method;

• In related literature, the absence of wind was assumed so that the UAV ground speed
coincides with its air speed and the UAV course angle coincides with its heading angle.
This setting is restrictive and does not hold in practice. By adopting a philosophy
closer to the originally proposed vector field approach, we do not require zero wind
speed: sliding-mode-based control commands are designed under the scenario that
the air speed can be different from the ground speed, and the heading angle can be
different from the course angle.

• Besides analyzing the stability of the proposed method, comparative experiments are
provided in both software-in-the-loop and hardware-in-the-loop environments, using
PX4 as software and hardware.

Comparisons with standard formation algorithms show that the proposed formation method
is effective in in different path scenarios, even with high-latency communication (2Hz).

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: The control problem is formulated in
Sect. 5.2. In Sect. 5.3, we introduce the error dynamics of the proposed method in detail,
and the stability analysis based on Lyapunov theory. Software-in-the-loop and hardware-in-
the-loop experiments are presented in Sect. 5.4: the method is implemented using PX4 as
autopilot suite. Concluding remarks are in Sect. 5.5.
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5.2. Problem formulation
This section explains the formation control problem based on the vector field method. To
this purpose, consider the scenario in Figure 5.1 with a leader and a follower UAV (indexed
with the subscripts "l" and "f"). Their positions in the inertial frame are (xl, yl) and (xf, yf).
The vectors Vgl and Vgf are their ground speeds. Note from Figure 5.1 that the position to
be tracked by the follower UAV is shifted by a vector that represents the desired formation
gap. We refer to Table 5.1 for a list of symbols used in this work.

Figure 5.1: Coordinates for formation error.

According to Sect. 2.4, the dynamics of the leader are represented as:

ẋl =Vgl cos(χl)

ẏl =Vgl sin(χl)

χ̇l =αl (χc
l −χl)

(5.1)

with χc
l resulting from the standard vector field (2.24)

χc =χ−χ∞ 2

π

βsVg

α
sin(χ)− κ

α
sat

(
χ̃

ε

)
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Table 5.1: Notation

Symbol Description Unit
(xl, yl), (xf, yf) Coordinates of UAVl and UAVl in the inertial frame m

Vgl, Vgf Ground speed m/s
χl, χf Course angle rad

V d
gl , V d

gf Desired speed m/s
χd

l , χd
f Desired course angle rad

V c
gl, V c

gf Speed command m/s
χc

l , χc
f Course angle command rad

αl, αf Inverse time constant of course-hold loop s−1

βl, βf Inverse time constant of velocity-hold loop s−1

(gx , g y ) Desired gap in the leader’s body frame m
df Distance of UAVf from UAVl m
γf Angle between North and UAVf with respect to the leader position rad

(xE, yE) Formation error in the leader’s body frame m

Accordingly, the dynamics of the follower UAV are

ẋf =Vgf cos(χf)

ẏf =Vgf sin(χf)

χ̇f =αf(χ
c
f −χf)

V̇gf =βf(V
c

gf −Vgf).

(5.2)

The main difference between (5.2) and (5.1) is given by the last equation, which represents
a velocity-hold loop, where βf is the inverse of the time constant of the velocity-hold loop,
and V c

gf the speed command. In other words, we allow the follower to change its velocity
Vgf in such a way as to achieve the formation. In several open-source autopilot suites
(e.g. ArduPilot, PX4, NAVIO2) commanding the velocity is possible thanks to the Total
Energy Control System (TECS), which controls velocity and altitude. The interested reader
is referred to standard literature [6, 7, 16, 35, 36] describing how dynamics (5.2) can be
obtained.

Instead of defining the formation error in the inertial frame, it is more convenient to
express it in the leader’s frame. Therefore, let (gx , g y ) be the desired formation gap expressed
in the leader’s frame. In other words, the leader’s frame represents the reference frame for
the follower, which calculates the formation error in this frame as:

xE = gx +d f sin(γf −
π

2
−χl)

yE = g y +d f cos(γf −
π

2
−χl)

(5.3)

where df is the distance of the follower UAV from the leader UAV, and γf is the angle
between the North and the follower UAV position with respect to the leader position. The
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formation control problem can be formulated as:

Control Problem: Given the leader dynamics (5.1) and the follower dynamics (5.2),
design the follower commands χc

f , V c
gf such that the errors xE, yE, χf −χd

f and Vgf −V d
gf

asymptotically converge to zero. Here, χd
f , and V d

gf are vector fields to be designed appro-
priately.

5.3. Vector field for formation control
5.3.1. Error dynamics
Before designing the formation guidance control law, we need to derive the error dynamics
of the leader-follower system. These dynamics are useful to prove stability of the proposed
approach. To describe the position of the follower with respect to the leader we use

xf = xl +df cos(γf)

yf = yl +df sin(γf) (5.4)

where df is the distance of the follower UAV from the leader UAV, and γf is the angle
between the north and the follower UAV position with respect to the leader position.

We can now obtain the dynamics for γf and df in these coordinates by taking the
derivative of (5.4) and using the dynamics of the follower in (5.2):

Vgf cos(χf) = ẋl + ḋf cos(γf)−df sin(γf)γ̇f

Vgf sin(χf) = ẏl + ḋf sin(γf)+df cos(γf)γ̇f.
(5.5)

To obtain the dynamics ḋf, we multiply the first equation in (5.5) by cos(γf) and the second
equation by sin(γf). Next, we sum the two resulting equations:

Vgf cos(χf −γf) = ẋl cos(γf)+ ẏl sin(γf)+ ḋf

ḋf =Vgf cos(χf −γf)− ẋl cos(γf)− ẏl sin(γf).
(5.6)

Substituting ẋl and ẏl in (5.6) with the leader dynamics (5.1) gives:

ḋf =Vgf cos(χf −γf)−Vgl cos(χl)cos(γf)−Vgl sin(χl)sin(γf)

=Vgf cos(χf −γf)−Vgl cos(χl −γf).
(5.7)

In order to obtain γ̇f we take (5.5) and multiply the first equation by sin(γf) and the
second equation by cos(γf). Then, we subtract the first equation from the second so as to
obtain

Vgf sin(χf −γf) =−ẋl sin(γf)+ ẏl cos(γf)+dfγ̇f

γ̇f =
Vgf

df
sin(χf −γf)+

ẋl

df
sin(γf)−

ẏl

df
cos(γf)

= Vgf

df
sin(χf −γf)−

Vgl

df
sin(χl −γf).

(5.8)
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Using (5.3) we finally derive the error dynamics

ẋE = ḋf sin(γf −
π

2
−χl)+df cos(γf −

π

2
−χl)γ̇f

=Vgf sin(χf −
π

2
−χl)+Vgl

ẏE = ḋf cos(γf −
π

2
−χl)−df sin(γf −

π

2
−χl)

=Vgf cos(χf −
π

2
−χl).

(5.9)

The error dynamics depend on the difference between the course of the leader and the
follower, the ground speed of the follower, and the ground speed of the leader, as one
could intuitively expect. An alternative way to arrive at (5.9) is by using polar coordinates:
however, this would require to introduce extra notation that might decrease readability. The
error dynamics (5.9) will play a role in analyzing the stability of the formation control law.

5.3.2. Guidance law for follower
The vector field for the follower is defined in the leader frame and can be written as follows:

χd
f =χl +χ∞

2

π
tan−1(ky yE) (5.10)

V d
gf =Vgl +V∞

2

π
tan−1(kx xE) (5.11)

where V∞ is the maximum ground speed correction of the follower when the tracking error is
very large (V∞ should be selected considering the the engine limits and stall limitations, since
the maximum ground speed would be Vgl +V∞ and the minimum one would be Vgl −V∞);
and kx is a gain that defines how aggressive the feedback action is. The parameters in (5.10)
have similar meanings as in the guidance law for a straight-line in (2.22).

Remark 5.3.1 The proposed control law can be interpreted as a double vector field. One
vector field is (5.10), which depends only on yE: this has the structure of a standard vector
field for a line that allows the follower to approach the line with the same course as the
leader course and passing through the desired course point. The second vector field is
for the velocity (5.11) and it depends only on xE: it allows the follower to accelerate or
decelerate in order to reach the desired point.

A convenient way to visualize the proposed double vector field is to use a vector field
similar to the straight-line vector field, but where the arrows of the vector field have different
length: each arrow in the space has a length proportional to the desired ground speed.

The guidance law for the follower solving the formation problem is

χc
f =χf +

1

α
χ̇d

f − κ

α
sat

(
χ̃f

ϵ

)
(5.12)

V c
gf =Vgf +

1

β
V̇ d

gf +
1

ρβ
xE − κ

β
sat

(
Ṽgf

ϵ

)
(5.13)
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where the derivatives in (5.12), (5.13) can be calculated as

V̇ d
gf =−V∞

2

π

k

1+ (kx xE)2 ẋE (5.14)

χ̇d
f =−χ∞ 2

π

k

1+ (kx df)2 ẏE − χ̇∞ 2

π
tan−1(ky yE) (5.15)

and χ∞ = γf −π−χl. The following theorem holds:

Theorem 5.3.1 The closed-loop system given by the leader (5.1), the follower (5.2), the
commands (5.12), (5.13) with vector field (5.10), (5.11) is asymptotically stable if

min

(
ρκ

Vgf
,

yE

2

)
> πϵµ

4χ∞k
(5.16)

where yE and µ are an upper bound on the lateral error and a gain specified in the following
stability analysis.

Stability analysis
We consider the following candidate Lyapunov function:

W = 1

2
x2

E +
1

2
ρṼ 2

gf +
1

2
y2

E +
1

2
ρχ̃2

f (5.17)

where Ṽgf = Vgf −V d
gf is the difference between the ground speed of the follower and its

desired ground speed, while χ̃f = χf −χd
f is the difference between the follower course and

its desired course. In the following, we will analyze the proposed approach by splitting the
Lyapunov function into two parts:

Wy = 1

2
y2

E +
1

2
ρχ̃2

f , Wx = 1

2
x2

E +
1

2
ρṼ 2

gf (5.18)

where the first part refers to lateral dynamics, and the second part refers to longitudinal
dynamics. The reason why longitudinal and lateral dynamics are decoupled is because the
stability analysis becomes more tractable. A coupled longitudinal/lateral stability analysis
would be more challenging and could be the subject of future work. The stability analysis is
done inside the boundary layer of the saturation function. The analysis outside the boundary
layer, can be easily done along similar lines as [16].
Lateral Error and Course

We start by analyzing Wy: for this part, an approach similar to the analysis of the standard
vector field can be adopted [16]. First, starting from (5.18), we calculate the time derivative

Ẇy = yE ẏE +ρχ̃f ˙̃χ f

=Vgf yE sin(χ̃f +χd
f −χl)−ρ

k

ϵ
χ̃2

f

≤−ρκ
ϵ
χ̃2

f +Vgf yE sin(χ̂d
f )+Vgf yE sin(χ̂d

f + χ̃f)− sin(χ̂d
f )

(5.19)
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where we have defined χ̂d
f =χd

f −χl for compactness. The following inequalities hold:

|sin(χ̂d
f + χ̃f)− sin(χ̂d

f )|
= |sin(χ̂d

f )cos(χ̃f)+cos(χ̂d
f )sin(χ̃f)− sin(χ̂d

f )|
= |sin(χ̂d

f )(cos(χ̃f)−1)+cos(χ̂d
f )sin(χ̃f)|

≤ |cos(χ̃f −1)+ sin(χ̃f)| ≤ 2|χ̃f|.
The time derivative of Wy becomes

Ẇy ≤−ρκ
ϵ
χ̃2

f +2Vgf
∣∣yE

∣∣ ∣∣χ̃f
∣∣+Vgf yE sin(χd

f −χl)

=−ρκ
ϵ
χ̃2

f +2Vgf
∣∣yE

∣∣ ∣∣χ̃f
∣∣−Vgf yE sin(χ∞

2

π
tan−1(k yE)− π

2
).

(5.20)

In order to have Ẇy negative, we can distinguish two cases. The two cases are obtained by
defining the function

φ(yE) = yE sin

(
2χ∞
π

tan−1 (
k yE

)− π

2

)
. (5.21)

We note that φ(yE) → (2χ∞k/π)y2
E for k yE → 0 and φ(yE) → (sinχ∞)yE for large value of

k yE. Consider a new function defined as:

ϕ(yE) =


2χ∞k

µπ
y2

E, if |yE| ≤ yE

2χ∞k yE

µπ
(2|yE|− yE), otherwise.

(5.22)

Then we have to find µ such that 0 <ϕ(yE) ≤φ(yE). Since the functions are symmetric,
we will restrict our attention to yE ≥ 0 and aim to show that ϕ(yE) ≤ φ(yE). Given this
reasoning, the following two cases are defined:

• Case 1: 0 ≤ yE ≤ yE

• Case 2: yE > yE

which are analyzed in the following.
Case 1: For 0 ≤ yE ≤ yE, we have

φ′(yE) = sin

(
2χ∞
π

tan−1 (
k yE

)− π

2

)
+ 2kχ∞

π
yE

cos( 2χ∞ tan−1(k yE)
π )

1+ (k yE)2


≥ 4χ∞k

π
yE

1

2

cos( 2χ∞ tan−1(k yE)
π )

1+ (k yE)2


≥ 4χ∞k

π
yE

1

2

cos( 2χ∞ tan−1(k yE)
π )

1+ (k yE)2


≥ 4χ∞k

π
yE =ϕ′(yE)

(5.23)
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so if we select µ such that

µ≥ 2(1+ (k yE)2)

cos
(

2χ∞
π tan−1

(
k yE

)) (5.24)

then ϕ′(yE) ≤φ′(yE).
Case 2: On the other side, for yE > yE, we have

φ(yE) = yE sin(
2χ∞
π

tan−1(k yE))

≥ yE sin(
2χ∞
π

tan−1(k yE))
(5.25)

This implies that φ(yE) ≥ϕ(yE) if:

µ≥ 4χ∞k yE

πsin( 2χ∞
π tan−1(k yE))

. (5.26)

So we obtain that ϕ(yE) ≤φ(yE) for both cases.
Case 1: For |yE| ≤ yE, the time derivative is

Ẇy ≤−Vgf
(|χ̃f| |yE|

)( ρk
ϵVgf

−1

−1 2χ∞k
µπ

)( |χ̃|
|yE|

)
(5.27)

which is negative definite for system stability if the following holds:

ρk2χ∞κ
ϵVgfµπ

> 1 (5.28)

Case 2: If |yE| ≥ yE, the fact that ϕ(yE) ≤φ(yE) implies:

Ẇy ≤−ρκ
ϵ
χ̃2

f +2Vgf|yE||χ̃f|−Vgfϕ(yE) (5.29)

and
Ẇy ≤ 2Vgf yE

(
ϵ− χ∞k yE|yE|

µπ

)
(5.30)

which is negative definite for system stability if the following holds:

χ∞k yE

µϵπ
> 1 (5.31)

The inequalities (5.28) and (5.31) (resulting in (5.16)) can both be satisfied with ϵ small
enough, i.e. selecting the boundary layer small enough. For considerations on how to satisfy
the inequality (5.16) in practice, the interested reader is referred to [16], where a similar
condition also appears.
Longitudinal error and ground speed

The rest of the analysis can be performed using yE, χ̃f → 0 for the design described
previously. Define the difference between the follower ground speed and the desired one:
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Ṽgf =Vgf −V d
gf =Vgf −Vgl −V∞

2

π
tan−1(kxE). (5.32)

This yields the Lyapunov time derivative

Ẇx = xEẋE +ρṼgf
˙̃Vgf

= xE(Vgf sin(χf −χl −
π

2
)+Vgl)+ρṼgf(V̇gf − V̇ d

gf).
(5.33)

Using the convergence property of χ̃f, we obtain

Ẇx = xE(Vgl −Vgf +δx )+ρṼgf(V̇gf − V̇ d
gf) (5.34)

where δx =Vgf+Vgf sin(χf−χl− π
2 ) → 0 thanks to convergence of χ̃f, yE and therefore it can

be neglected. We continue the analysis of the time derivative by substituting the dynamics
of Vgf in (5.2) and expressions of V c

gf in (5.13)

Ẇx = xE(Vgl −Vgf)+ρṼg f (β(V c
gf −Vgf)− Ṽ d

gf)

= xE(Vgl −Vgf)+ρṼg f (β(
1

ρβ
xE − κ

βϵ
Ṽgf))

=−xEṼgf +xE(Vgl −V d
gf)+ρβ

1

ρβ
xE −ρκ

ϵ
Ṽ 2

gf

=−V∞xE
2

π
tan−1(kx xE)−ρκ

ϵ
Ṽ 2

gf.

(5.35)

By noticing that xE and tan−1(kx xE) are both functions in the 1st and 3rd quadrant, it
is straightforward to conclude that the time derivative is negative, resulting in asymptotic
stability. This concludes the analysis.

The flowchart of the proposed algorithm is given in Figure 5.2. Communication between
the leader and the follower is established to calculate the errors used by the controller. The
formation vector field controlling the follower’s velocity and course can be easily integrated
with the velocity-hold loop and course-hold loop on top of the low-level controllers (attitude
controllers). In other words, the proposed architecture is compatible with most open-source
architectures such as ArduPilot, PX4, NAVIO2. The pseudo-code is shown in Algorithm 1:
since the algorithm involves simple additions, multiplications, and static nonlinearities, its
computational complexity is O(1).

5.4. Algorithm evaluation
The algorithm is programmed in ROS and validated in software-in-the-loop (SITL) and
hardware-in-the-loop (HITL) environments, using the PX4 autopilot suite. PX4 interacts
with a companion PC (for SITL) or with Raspberry pi 3B+ (for HITL) by using the MAVROS
communication package, while the 3D physical simulators of the UAV dynamics are Gazebo
(for SITL) and X-plane (for HITL) [104–106]. The controllers run at 20Hz in SITL and 2Hz
in HITL. The communication frequency between leader and followers is 2Hz in all tests.
For comparison purposes, we consider two methods:
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Figure 5.2: The flowchart of the algorithm.

Algorithm 1 Vector-field-based Formation Control
Input: Vgf,Vgl,χf,χl, (gx , g y ), (xl, yl), (xf, yf)

1: γf ← arctan((xf, yf)− (xl, yl))
2: df ←||(xf, yf)− (xl, yl)||
3: xE ← gx +d f sin(γf − π

2 −χl)
4: yE ← g y +d f cos(γf − π

2 −χl)

5: χd
f ←χl +χ∞ 2

π tan−1(ky yE), follower’s desired course
6: V d

gf ←Vgl +V∞ 2
π tan−1(kx xE), follower’s desired ground speed

7: χc
f ←χf + 1

α χ̇
d
f − κ

α sat
(
χ̃f
ϵ

)
, where χ̃f ←χf −χd

f

8: V c
gf ←Vgf + 1

β V̇ d
gf + 1

ρβxE − κ
β sat

(
Ṽgf

ϵ

)
, where Ṽgf ←Vgf −V d

gf

Output: χc
f ,V c

gf

• The state-of-the-art method proposed in [103] under the assumption of absence of
wind. This method, abbreviated as "wind-absence method", assumes that the UAV
air speed coincides with its ground speed, and that the UAV heading angle coincides
with its course angle;

• The state-of-the-art method based on unicycle dynamics [107]. The method, abbre-
viated as "unicycle method" exploits the fact that the guidance dynamics for UAVs
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are analogous to the kinematic model of a unicycle mobile robot, cf. the survey [6].

5.4.1. Software-in-the-loop experiments
To assess the difference without and with wind, the wind plugin of Gazebo is used to create
a wind scenario, using: WindForceMean = 2.5, WindForceMax= 3.5, WindGuestMean =
7, WindGuestMax = 10, WindDirectionMean = 45.

Line and orbit paths
The experiments are first performed with two UAVs for a line and an orbit path (without and
with wind). The desired gap between leader and follower is (-2, -2)m. In the straight-line
path scenario, the leader flies at 18 m/s along a straight-line path, while the follower starts
from a perpendicular position with respect to the path. In the orbit path scenario, the orbit
has a radius of 400m. The follower starts from the bottom left region.

The results without wind are reported in Figures 5.3 and 5.4. The results in the presence
of wind are reported in Figures 5.5 and 5.6. The formation errors below each path show that
the presence of wind leads to larger errors. In particular, the wind makes the orbit scenario
more challenging for two reasons: first, depending on the course, the wind affects the UAV
with different intensity along the orbit; second, in order to keep the gap, the follower should
perform an orbit of smaller radius and at smaller velocity, which makes the flight harder.

Mixed path
The mixed path is a combination of lines and orbits so that an 8-like shape is formed. We
consider 1 leader with 4 followers, with desired gaps between leader and followers being (-2,
-2), (-4, -4), (-6,-6), (-8, -8)m respectively. In order to evaluate the transient performance,
we let the 4 followers start from different regions.

To conclude the SITL part, we report the results (in the presence of wind) of the wind-
absence method [103] for a straight-line (Figure 5.9), an orbit (Figure 5.10), and a mixed
path (Figure 5.11), and of the unicycle method [107] for a straight-line (Figure 5.12), an
orbit (Figure 5.13) and a mixed path (Figure 5.14). Comparisons show that the proposed
method performs more than 36% better than the method of [103] and more than 120% better
than the method of [107] (see also Table 5.2). The proposed method performs better than
the wind-absence method because the wind-absence method cannot not properly handle the
effect of the wind on UAV air speed and heading angle: the fact that these quantities are
different from the ground speed and the course angle creates some bias in the formation
error. The proposed method performs better than the unicycle method because with the
unicycle method the follower UAV tries to imitate the course of the leader independently
from its gap. On the other hand, with the proposed method, the follower UAV tries first to
reduce the gap when the gap is large and then it will aim at aligning its course to the leader
when the gap is smaller.

5.4.2. Hardware-in-the-loop experiments
In the HITL environment, the code runs on PX4 hardware interfaced to the rest of the system
as shown in Figure 2.15. X-plane provides the fixed-wing dynamics, and connects with the
Pixhawk board by a serial port. The proposed method runs in ROS in a Raspberry pi 3B+.
The WiFi module in the Raspberry pi 3B+ is used for communication between the leader
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(a) Formation along straight-line path.
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(b) Formation error, straight-line path.

Figure 5.3: Proposed method: SITL experiment without wind, straight-line path.
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(a) Formation along straight-line path.
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(b) Formation error, straight-line path.

Figure 5.4: Proposed method: SITL experiment with wind, straight-line path.
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(a) Formation along orbit path.
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(b) Formation error, orbit path.

Figure 5.5: Proposed method: SITL experiment without wind, orbit path.
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(a) Formation along orbit path.
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(b) Formation error, orbit path.

Figure 5.6: Proposed method: SITL experiment with wind, orbit path.
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(a) Formation along mixed path.
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(b) Formation error, mixed path.

Figure 5.7: Proposed method: SITL experiment without wind, mixed path.
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(a) Formation along mixed path.
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(b) Formation error, mixed path.

Figure 5.8: Proposed method: SITL experiment with wind, mixed path.
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(a) Formation along straight-line path.
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(b) Formation error, straight-line path.

Figure 5.9: State-of-the-art method assuming absence of wind: experiments with wind, straight-line path.
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(a) Formation along orbit path.
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(b) Formation error, orbit path.

Figure 5.10: State-of-the-art method assuming absence of wind: experiments with wind, orbit path.
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(a) Formation along mixed path.
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(b) Formation error, mixed path.

Figure 5.11: State-of-the-art method assuming absence of wind: experiments with wind, mixed path.
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(a) Formation along straight-line path.
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(b) Formation error, straight-line path.

Figure 5.12: State-of-the-art method assuming unicycle dynamics: experiments with wind, straight-line path.
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(a) Formation along orbit path.
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(b) Formation error, orbit path

Figure 5.13: State-of-the-art method assuming unicycle dynamics: SITL experiments with wind, orbit path.
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(a) Formation along mixed path.
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(b) Formation error, mixed path.

Figure 5.14: State-of-the-art method assuming unicycle dynamics: experiments with wind, mixed path.
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and the followers. The HITL setting allows to check the compatibility of the implementation
with the true hardware. Most importantly, HITL allows to test the algorithm in the presence
of realistic communication time delays and packet losses, which will inevitable influence
the algorithm results. Because X-plane only supports 1 UAV for each PC, we tested 2 UAVs
at same time as shown in Figure 5.15.

Figure 5.15: Setup for Hardware-In-The-Loop experiments, with PX4 as autopilot suite.

Similarly to the SITL scenario, we test a straight-line path, an orbit path, and a mixed
path, all of them in the presence of wind. The results for the straight-line are in Figure5.16;
the results for the orbit are in Figure 5.17; the results for the mixed path are in Figure
5.18. All the results are summarized in Table 5.2: notice that all the results are steady-state
formation errors, i.e. after removing the transient. The performance of the HITL degrades
as compared to the corresponding SITL, which can be explained in at least two ways: first,
the control frequency in HITL is 2Hz (in SITL it is 20Hz); second, time delays and packet
losses become non-negligible in HITL. In fact, the USB, serial port, WiFi, and ROS node
give a cumulative time delay which we have estimated to be between 20ms and 300ms.
This is in line with results reported in the literature about ROS node operation [108, 109].
According to the leader air speed, these delays can result in a distance error of 3-5m [42,110].
Therefore, the presented results provide a realistic validation of the proposed method. As
a matter of fact, Table 5.2 shows that the errors of the proposed algorithm with the HITL
implementation are much smaller than the unicycle method with SITL implementation: this
shows good performance even with high-latency communication.

5.5. Summary
This chapter has proposed a vector field method to formation control of fixed-wing UAVs, by
means of a non-uniform vector field (the field can change in both magnitude and direction).
It was shown that the proposed formation control law can work even with low frequency.
Differently from related literature in the field that work under the assumption of absence
of wind, the proposed method does not need such assumption, which increases its practical
value. This implies that one can handle a UAV air speed different from its ground speed, and
a UAV heading angle different from its course angle (due to the effect of the wind triangle),
and can work with a low communication frequency. The stability of the proposed method
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(a) Formation along straight-line path.
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(b) Formation error, straight-line path.

Figure 5.16: HITL experiment with wind, straight-line path.
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(a) Formation along orbit path.
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(b) Formation error, orbit path.

Figure 5.17: HITL experiment with wind, orbit path.
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(a) Formation along mixed path.
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(b) Formation error, mixed path.

Figure 5.18: HITL experiment with wind, mixed path.
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Table 5.2: RMS formation error at steady-state (after convergence) under different scenarios. In the last line, the
performance of three algorithms (proposed, wind-absence, and unicycle) in SITL with wind are compared.

Line path RMS error Orbit path RMS error Mixed path RMS error
SITL: no wind 0.826m 3.295m 1.804m, 1.906m,

(proposed) 2.132m, 2.168m
SITL: wind 1.889m 5.228m 4.973m, 4.833m,
(proposed) 5.750m, 6.701m
HITL: wind 5.468m 6.191m 7.782m
(proposed)
SITL: wind 2.562m 8.411m 7.884m

(wind absence) (+36%) (+61%) (+63%)
SITL: wind 6.278m 13.996m 11.009m
(unicycle) (+232%) (+168%) (+121%)

was analyzed. Validations have been carried out in software-in-the-loop and hardware-in-
the-loop comparative experiments using PX4 autopilot.





6
Real flight experiments for

fixed-wing UAV formation

6.1. Introduction
Despite the increasing interest in fixed-wing UAVs formation, few flight experiment can be
found in the literature, and even fewer explanations can be found about how to deal with
uncertainties, such as unknown wind speed and direction, unreliable communication, and
unmodeled dynamics in real formation flight. In this chapter, we consider a real flight test
with a formation of UAVs, with the aim to achieve the transfer of the algorithms proposed
in this Ph.D. thesis from simulations to the real world (also referred to in the literature as
sim-to-real transfer). To deal with the uncertainty in the communication and in the wind
environment, we augment the vector field formation algorithm discussed in Chapter 5 with
an appropriately designed distributed estimator. We will present the resulting performance
for a real flight of 5 fixed-wing UAVs.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Sect. 6.2 explains some control problems
typically met in the real formation flight. The proposed estimation method is presented in
Sect. 6.3. The flight experiments and comparison analysis are illustrated in Sect. 6.4. Finally,
Sect. 6.5 concludes the chapter.

6.2. Open problems
The first bottleneck in real formation flight is coming from communication. As we know
from Chapters 4 and 5, each UAV in the formation inevitably requires some reference
information (e.g. the leader’s position and status) shared via communication equipment.
Hence, data transmission delay is unavoidable during network communication, which can
span from a few of milliseconds to several seconds, depending on the channel quality,
on the number of UAVs in the formation, and on the distance between the master and
slave communication nodes. Data transmission delay may result in instability and poor
performance of the formation: for example, it may create some mismatch between the
expected formation gap and the actual one [111]. In several UAV formation papers, it is

101
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very common to ignore the data transmission delay or to assume that the communication is
working in an ideal environment. In [112], a multi-hop communication structure is designed
for formation control, where the information is transferred via the centralized ground control
station. However, it is inevitable in the centralized ground control station scenario that the
communication quality will decrease within the increase of UAVs. In [113], an ad-hoc
communication protocol is proposed based on ROS bridge. The protocol publishes the
UAV position (with frequency 10Hz) and status (with frequency 2Hz) by using an 802.11n
wireless radio: however, this wireless communication will inevitably limit the fixed-wing
UAVs working distance. The communication delay is controlled in a fixed time in [114],
which means that the error between the real leader’s position and the follower received
leader’s position is assumed to be a constant error. However, in real flight, such error is time-
varying and influences the formation shape. The most evident problem is that the formation
will be destroyed if the communication delay is large or the communication is disconnected
in general. In fact, the follower will keep following the last received position/status of the
leader. Therefore, how to tackle the time-varying radio communication uncertainty is still
an open problem for a real flight test with a formation of UAVs.

6.3. Optimization of formation vector-field algorithm
6.3.1. Error analysis
There are multiple sources of uncertainty that influence UAV formation results during real
world flight testing. To explain some of these factors, let us recall the ideal formation error
in Figure 5.1, where the distance df is designed as the distance between the leader and the
follower, and the follower can obtain it without any time delay. However, in real flight testing
with a time-varying time-delay t∆, we need to adopt a more realistic way to describe the
formation error, which is shown in Figure 6.1.

Here the variables (xl, yl) and Vgl are the follower received leader’s position and the
ground speed at time ti . However, the real position and ground speed of the leader UAV at
time ti are (x

′
l , y

′
l ) and V

′
gl, due to the delay. Accordingly, d

′
∆ is the moving distance covered

by the leader in the communication delay t∆. In the follower frame, the variables x
′
E∆

and
y
′
E∆

are the error caused by d
′
∆. Let us now define d̂

′
∆ as an estimate of d

′
∆, and let us define

by ψ′
∆ a wind disturbance factor resulting in the difference between Vgl and V

′
gl. The main

idea adopted in this chapter will be the following: a distributed local estimator will be used
to reduce some of the uncertainties affecting the UAV cooperation network.

6.3.2. The improved formation vector algorithm
Based on the error analysis, the guidance law in Sect. 5.3.2 will be updated to account for
the real flight.

Because all UAVs are equipped with navigation equipment, such as GPS, it is easy to
get an accurate estimate of the communication time delay t∆ by adding a time stamp in
the communication message. Hence, we can design a distributed estimator for the follower
UAVs by using the dead reckoning position method to estimate is the leader’s position at
time ti .

Figure 6.2 illustrates a standard dead reckoning position method for the follower UAV.
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Figure 6.1: The coordinates for the formation error with uncertainties

Figure 6.2: The dead reckoning position of follower UAV
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P(ti )(xf, yf) is the position of the follower at time ti , which is used for estimating the position
of the follower DR(ti+k )(xdr, ydr) at time ti+k by the following dead reckoning position
method (6.1):

xdr(ti+k ) = xf(ti ) +V c
gf(ti )

tk cos(χc
gf(ti )

)

ydr(ti+k ) = yf(ti ) +V c
gf(ti )

tk sin(χc
gf(ti )

)
(6.1)

where ti and ti+k are the time indexes, the subscript k indicates the steps ahead. The
variables χc

gf and V c
gf are groundspeed and heading control signals of follower at time ti ,

which can be calculated by (5.12) and (5.13). tk is the value of the step size.
According to the wind triangle scheme of Figure 2.6 and the disturbance analysis of

in Sect. 3.2.2, the shift error between the estimated position and the actual position of the
follower at time ti+k (referred to as ||P(ti+k )(xf, yf)−DR(ti+k )(xdr, ydr)||) is mainly caused by
the wind disturbance. Because the UAVs fly in a formation with relatively small gaps, the
following is a reasonable assumption.

Assumption 6.3.1 The UAVs are close to each other (e.g. less than 100m range). Hence,
the effect of the wind on the formation is the same for all fixed-wing UAVs, that is, the effect
of ψ′

∆ is the same.

Based on the assumption, the distributed estimator for calculating the estimated leader’s
position can be calculated according to the following proposition.

Proposition 6.3.1 The shift error ||Pti+k (xf, yf)−DRti+k (xdr, ydr)|| expressed in the follower
frame is equal to the error between d

′
∆ and d̂

′
∆ in Figure 6.1 in the leader frame.

Hence, the distance error (x
′
E, y

′
E) used to replace (xE, yE) of Sect. 5.3.2 starting from

time t(n+k) can be estimated by:

x
′
E = xE + d̂

′
∆ cos(χl)+

n∑
i=1

||Pti+k (xf, yf)−DRti+k (xdr, ydr)||t∆
ntk

cos(χf)

y
′
E = yE + d̂

′
∆ sin(χl)+

n∑
i=1

||Pti+k (xf, yf)−DRti+k (xdr, ydr)||t∆
ntk

sin(χf)

(6.2)

where d̂
′
∆ =Vglt∆ and n is designed to reduce the wind noisy effect of the estimated

position: if the wind is strong, n should be sufficiently large.

Because the loop time n is a small integer, the computational complexity of the opti-
mization guidance law is O(1).

6.4. Flight experiments
6.4.1. Formation flight experiment
For testing the methods, we prepared 5 fixed-wing UAVs as shown in Figure 6.3.
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Figure 6.3: The crosswind UAVs

The algorithm has been implemented in the Raspberry pi 3B+ using the ROS bridge to
connect with the Ardupilot open-source flight controller (cf. the hardware in Figure 5.15).
The ground control station is QGC (cf. Figure 6.5), which supports to control multiple
UAVs in one single ground station.

Microhard pDDL900 (as shown in Figure 6.4) is adopted as communication equipment
with frequency band is 900MHz. We use a "point to multi-points" mode, which allows the
leader UAV node to share its position and status with all followers. The communication
data is designed as below. The message is shared by the leader on a 2 Hz basis:

Figure 6.4: The Microhard pDDL900 datalink

s t r u c t UAV_status {
u i n t 1 6 _ t message_ id ; / / message ID
u i n t 1 6 _ t uav_ id ; / / UAV ID
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u i n t 1 6 _ t p l a n e _ s t a t e ; / / UAV c h a r a c t e r : l e a d e r o r f o l l o w e r
u i n t 1 6 _ t g r oup_ id ; / /
i n t 3 2 _ t l o n g i t u d e _ x ; / / p o s i t i o n i n e a r t h f rame
i n t 3 2 _ t l a t i t u d e _ y ;
f l o a t a l t i t u d e _ z ;
f l o a t head ing ; / / t h e c u r r e n t c o u r s e ang l e
f l o a t v e l o c i t y ; / / t h e c u r r e n t ground speed
f l o a t command_course ; / / t h e command c o u r s e ang l e
u i n t 6 4 _ t Time ; / / c u r r e n t GPS t ime ( mic ro s econds )
i n t p a r i t y ; / / p a r i t y b i t

} ;

Based on the SITL and HITL simulations in Sect. 5.4, the formation of real flight
experiments could be achieved after tuning the parameters according to the platform we
used. The designed groundspeed of the leader is 18m/s. The wind speed during the test was
4-6 m/s and the wind direction was northwest at the beginning of the test, but it changed to
west during the test. The testing path is a quadrangle with perimeter of around 5.5km. The
formation shape is "V" (1 leader and 4 followers) and the gaps between leader and followers
are (-20, -20), (20, -20), (-40, -40), and (40, -40) respectively. The time step size k is defined
as 1 and the loop times n is 6. The flight paths and distance error analysis results are shown
in Figures 6.6 to 6.10.

Figure 6.5: The screenshot of the formation flight with 5 UAVs

6.4.2. Importance of the estimation algorithm
To assess the impact of the proposed improvement, we used the standard vector field
formation control algorithm (cf. Sect. 5.3.2) as a basic scenario. We tested a formation with
2 UAVs and the gap was set as (20, -20). Figure 6.11 shows the results of the flight testing.

Because of the communication delay, the steady-state error of the standard vector field
formation control algorithm could not be reduced to less than 10m and the RMS of the
error is 33.79m. The main reason is that the calculated desired path always lags behind the
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Figure 6.6: "V" formation flight along the quadrangle mixed path.

real desired position due to the communication delay. Another reason is that the desired
path cannot be updated regularly under the time-varying time delay condition. Hence, it
may even happen that the follower crosses the desired position and starts orbiting around it.
However, we can see from the figure that the error reduces to around 10m after 280s. That is
because the communication becomes better since the UAVs are close to the ground station.
Therefore, this test proves that the standard formation control algorithm has a good tracking
ability in an ideal environment but cannot handle the communication uncertainties.

6.4.3. Comparison
For comparison purposes, we tested the state-of-the-art method based on unicycle dynamics
[107], which has also been considered in Sect. 5.4. Because the follower with the unicycle
method tries to imitate the course of the leader, the follower typically need a long flying
path before converging. Hence, in this section, we only test a formation with 2 UAVs. The
leader’s path is the same as before and the gap is (-20, -20)m. The flight path and error
analysis are shown in Figure 6.12.

The distance error results are summarized in Table 6.1. We can find that the error
of the proposed vector field method is from 3 to 5m, which is much better than the state
of the art method based on unicycle dynamics. The performance of the formation vector
field method without the dead reckoning estimation is better than that of the state-of-the-
art method: however, it can still happen that the follower orbits around some point due to
communication loss, or oscillates along the expected path if the time delay is large. One may
observe that the state-of-the-art method based on unicycle dynamics does not seem to be
influenced by the communication time delay. But this is only because the follower’s position
is very far from the leader’s position, the follower cannot reach the expected position even
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(a) The flight path of follower 1.

(b) Follower 1 formation error.

Figure 6.7: Performance of follower 1 pin the formation flight
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(a) The flight path of follower 2.

(b) Follower 2 formation error.

Figure 6.8: Performance of follower 2 in the formation flight
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(a) The flight path of follower 3.

(b) Follower 3 formation error.

Figure 6.9: Performance of follower 3 in the formation flight
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(a) The flight path of follower 4.

(b) Follower 4 formation error.

Figure 6.10: Performance of follower 4 performance in the formation flight
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(a) The flight path of standard formation vector field.

(b) Formation error.

Figure 6.11: The performance of the standard formation vector field
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(a) The flight path of unicycle method’s formation.

(b) Formation error.

Figure 6.12: The performance of the state-of-the-art method assuming unicycle dynamic
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with 2-3s of communication loss.

Table 6.1: RMS formation error at steady-state (after convergence)

Mixed path RMS error
Vector Field formation with DR estimation 5.51m, 9.29m, 12.14m, 10.82m

Vector Field formation without DR estimation 33.72m(+264%)
Unicycle method 43.49m (+369%)

6.5. Summary
In this chapter, we have introduced an improvement in the vector field formation control
algorithm, with the aim to counteract communication delay problems in real world testing.
We have tested the proposed method in a formation flight with 5 UAVs experiment. To
achieve sim-to-real transfer, a distributed estimator was presented for dealing with the
communication delay uncertainties. As the computational complexity of the estimation
mechanism is O(1), the algorithm can be implemented in the embedded system easily. The
testing results have proven that the improved vector-field formation control law has higher
performance than that of original formation vector field method and unicycle method in
terms of short-distance UAVs formation error.



7
Conclusions and
recommendation

In this chapter, the main results of this thesis are summarized and some recommendations
for future research are mentioned.

7.1. Conclusions
This thesis has presented several adaptive guidance control approaches for single and multi
fixed-wing UAVs. The conclusions of this research can be summarized as follows:

• Adaptive mechanisms can improve the autonomy of vector-field guidance laws
for fixed-wing UAVs
A good guidance law is expected to maintain the path following accuracy of the
fixed-wing UAV under possibly time-varying uncertainties. To meet this expectation,
Chapter 3 has introduced two adaptive guidance methods that guarantee path following
in the presence of unknown wind vector and unmodelled course angle dynamics.
In particular, we have presented an estimation mechanism to handle the unknown
wind vector. Based on it, we could achieve a vector-field path following approach
without a priori knowledge of the wind amplitude/direction. We further improved
this guidance method by adopting an uncertainty framework that the similar to the
one of adaptive sliding mode. Based on this framework, we could achieve a vector
field path following approach without structural knowledge of the unmodelled course
angle dynamics coupling effects and without a priori knowledge of the course time
constant and of the wind amplitude/direction.

• Distributed model reference adaptive control can be used for formation control
of fixed-wing UAVs
We have proposed an adaptive formation algorithm in Chapter 4 for networks of
uncertain Euler–Lagrange systems and we have considered the fixed-wing UAVs as
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a test case. This formation control method is based on a distributed version of
model reference adaptive control. This distributed algorithm is added to synchronize
uncertain heterogeneous agents with Euler–Lagrange dynamics. The idea behind the
proposed distributed model reference adaptive control approach was to make each
agent converge to the model defined by its neighbors. The presence of uncertainty,
such as different masses and inertia, is compensated by adapting the control action.
The effectiveness of the proposed methodology was verified via numerical simulations
of several formation shapes of UAVs.

• The vector field guidance approach for a single UAV can be extended into a vector
field formation control approach for multiple UAVs
Although the vector-field-based guidance method is quite established for single UAVs,
its use in a formation setting is far from established. We have extended the vector field
method for formation control, allowing us to integrate and test this tool in established
autopilot suites (such as ArduPilot and PX4). The stability of the proposed control law
was derived analytically by introducing an appropriately defined Lyapunov function.

• The proposed adaptive control tools can be easily integrated in established open-
source autopilot suites, and tested in the real world to achieve Sim-to-Real trans-
fer
All proposed methods have been validated in software-in-the-loop and hardware-in-
the-loop comparative experiments. Also, with the aim for real flight testing, we have
analyzed the uncertainties in the flight testing and provided the methods for handling
them. Real-world testing has been achieved via formation flight testing for 5 fixed-
wing UAVs. Comparisons with a state of the art method have proven the effectiveness
of the proposed methods.

7.2. Recommendations for future research
This research leaves the door open for several improvements. Thus, some recommendations
for the possible directions of future research are given as follows:

• This research has shown the connections between adaptive vector field guidance and
the framework of adaptive sliding mode control: further connecting the vector field
idea to higher-order (adaptive) sliding mode control is an interesting topic for further
study. The advantage of this idea could be to overcome classical problems associated
to sliding mode control (e.g. the presence of chattering). The challenge is that
higher-order (adaptive) sliding mode requires a different control design and stability
analysis.

• It is intuitive to expect that when the autopilot layer is poorly tuned, any guidance
algorithm can do little to cope with this situation. However, it is possible that, in
such a poorly tuned scenario, an adaptive guidance algorithm can do better than a
non-adaptive guidance algorithm. The challenge of this direction is that it is difficult
to quantify in a mathematical way the "poorly tuned scenario", especially since the
guidance problem is intrinsically nonlinear: therefore, investigating this point in an
analytic or numerical way could be an interesting future work.
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• Even in a formation control setting, the research described in this thesis has been
mostly concerned with primitive path tracking missions. Extending the missions,
such as handling more general curved paths, or tracking targets while achieving
formation, are all interesting points for future research. The advantage of this idea
could be to generalize or unify the vector field idea in a coherent control framework.
The challenge is to design appropriate vector fields for such a coherent framework.
Accordingly, this would require a different control design and stability analysis.

• Given the recent trend in artificial intelligence and machine learning, the design of
estimation/compensation mechanisms in formation control based on reinforcement
learning methods, e.g. trained during the formation flight, is another interesting point
for future research. The challenge of this direction is that UAVs are safety-critical
applications, i.e., if they are trained during the flight, one cannot allow a UAV to crash
on the ground. Therefore, one should propose learning methods that preserve safety
during the operation of the UAVs.

• Especially when considering large teams of UAVs, the risk of collisions among two
or more vehicles should be reduced or counteracted. Thus, it is of interest to further
improve the algorithm for UAV formations with collision avoidance capabilities.

• Automatic and cooperative path planing via multi-sensor fusion from multi hetero-
geneous unmanned vehicles is an interesting topic in the control field and also in the
artificial intelligence field. The heterogeneous dynamics, the motion characteristics,
and the risk of collisions should all be considered in such a path planning problem. It
is expected that, as compared to traditional path planning, the cooperative path plan-
ning can improve position synchronization, attitude synchronization, and task-based
coordination.

• The cyber security of multi-agent systems has been an increasingly popular research
direction in research years. Clearly, it concerns all types of unmanned vehicles
including UAVs. How to guarantee cyber-secure communication among UAVs, or
how to detect (and counteract) cyber security threats are all relevant and largely open
questions. The challenge is especially clear in UAVs, since they have limits in their
on-board payload and in their on-board computational capabilities (such limits are
less evident, e.g. in ground unmanned vehicles).

• How to guarantee safe coordination as the network of UAVs becomes larger and larger
is also another open question. One can think about birds that can safely coordinate no
matter how many members in the group. Whereas similar coordination capabilities are
yet not possible for UAVs. A typical method to ensure coordination could be network
partition. A large scale network will can split into several sub-networks. How to
control the combined network consistence by regardless the edges connecting should
be further developed. However, it is not a trivial task how to define such networks and
how to dynamically change their shape, if needed. These are all interesting questions
deserving future work.
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